of dedication and love
to the radio and record industries.
Our congratulations
and thanks.

ATLANTIC, ATCO, COTILLION & CUSTOM LABELS
To those who are gathered here tonight to share our joy in celebrating this 25th Anniversary of The Gavin Report — and to all of our readers, wherever you may be, please feel welcomed to this celebration of our family of friends.

Through all these years, we have enjoyed a special community of person-to-person identity with each of you. We have gotten to know you — most of you, at least — as real people, rather than just statistical blips on a computer chip.

For all this time, your confidence, loyalty and support have made it possible for The Gavin Report to provide you — our subscribers — with music information of unquestioned accuracy and integrity. I share the pride of all our Gavin staff in your confirmation of our purpose by your presence here tonight.

As you all know, we have survived and grown entirely on the financial support of our subscription revenue. We have consistently declined offers from those seeking paid advertising in our pages. Tonight, however, at the urging of many friends in both the radio and music fields, we have opened the pages of this booklet to paid messages from those who wish to comment on this occasion. As I look through the wonderful expressions of appreciation and good will shown in the following pages, I feel greatly honored. I have always tried to make The Gavin Report something that would help you — confident that your acceptance would contribute to our success.

You all know, of course, that I have transferred the ownership of The Gavin Report, Inc., to our office staff. I can here only reiterate my previously expressed confidence that Ron Fell, the new publisher, along with his hard working colleagues, will continue The Gavin Report on its established path of accuracy, integrity and individual concern for the well being of all our subscribers.

Please accept the reminiscences which follow as just one man's reflection of, not just a quarter-century, but of over a half-century of dedication to what Todd Storz once called "your constant companion" — RADIO!!
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In 1958, when The Gavin Report signed its first paid subscriber (it was Sol Handwerger, of MGM Records), Billboard, Variety and Cash Box were the only "trade" publications that were widely read by show business people. In the earlier days, Variety rated top honors in the field of Broadway shows, Hollywood movies, legitimate theater, radio and the star-spangled gossip in all aspects of show business. Billboard began originally with detailed coverage of circuses and carnivals, expanding in the 40's to include news of music publishing and comparative popularity of songs. Billboard's "Honor Roll of Hits" often paralleled the "Lucky Strike Hit Parade", both of which announced that they were based on "sheet music sales, jukebox plays, and phonograph record sales". By 1950—perhaps earlier—Billboard also listed the thirty best selling single records and mentioned a few others that looked promising. Cash Box concentrated first of all on the juke box operators, but soon was attempting to challenge Billboard in covering the mushrooming record business.

On the radio side, Broadcasting magazine held the confidence of most station managers and network executives, but it had little to offer in the way of programming guidelines. Among the disc jockeys, Tommy Edwards of Cleveland, and George "Hound Dog" Lorentz of Buffalo, put out gossipy news letters. Edwards, at the Todd Storz DJ Convention at Kansas City in 1958, gave a talk on "how to promote yourself" as a disc jockey, and pointed to his weekly newsletter as one of his success secrets. It's to be assumed that "The Hound" also used his newsletter to publicize himself, although he later put out a subscription type publication under the name of Mike Turntable.

By the time The Gavin Report entered the subscription field, we were already receiving weekly reports on local record popularity from eighteen or twenty programmers in the East, Midwest and South, in addition to the forty-eight Lucky Lager Dance Time Stations in the eleven Western states. As is generally known, we started exchanging information with programmers outside the Western states as early as 1957. Their input helped immensely in programming the shows for my McGann-Erickson client. I soon realized that this source of information clearly outranked anything available elsewhere. My list of correspondents included some of the top programmers in the business—Bill Randle (WRE), Buddy Deane (WITH), Jack Lacy (WIN), Scott Muni (WMCA), Dean Tyler (WIB), Bob Clayton (WHDH), Paul Drew (WGST), Bob Osborne (WIL), and later Joe Bogart (WMCA), and Bill Young (KILT).

Only a few old-timers will remember, but in those early days, there was no "Gavin Report". I called it "Bill Gavin's Record Report". A few years later, when Bob Hamilton started publishing his "Radio Report" it struck me that I had better stop identifying my publication with the record business, and it became "The Gavin Report". For years it was mimeographed on blue paper. (See page # 27.) However, as the number of pages increased—from four to sixteen—our printer's stapling machine couldn't put that much paper securely together, and the front page kept falling off. That's when we changed to the present booklet format. We originally intended to continue printing on blue paper ("Gavin blue", folks called it), but a paper mill strike made the blue paper temporarily unavailable. We compromised on white paper with blue ink, and decided to keep it that way. (If these details of printing and paper may strike some readers as irrelevant, please be patient with our sentimental attachment to them.)

When The Gavin Report first came to the attention of those who cared, one particular characteristic became obvious: all of the record information it contained was derived exclusively from radio sources. Second, our publication underscored its uniqueness by its absence of advertising. Obvious, it was entirely subscription supported and completely independent of any obligation to advertisers.

The Gavin Report came into being during some of the most exciting and controversial years ever known in the history of popular music—a reflection of the larger controversies that tortured our society in its culture—and counter-culture. We were in the midst of a cultural and musical revolution, something most of us scarcely realized at the time. Old values were being questioned and discarded. New sexual frankness and freedoms shocked the old time "establishment". Racial segregation in the South was being attacked and weakened by non-violent demonstrations—the Montgomery bus boycott, student sit-ins at department store lunch counters, "Freedom Riders", protest marches.

The unifying music of youth was rock 'n' roll—harsh, raucous, rhythmic, defiant of conventions and rules. And the great, unifying voice of those years was that of Elvis Presley.
No, Elvis didn’t sing protest songs. “Heartbreak Hotel” and “You Ain’t Nothin’ But A Hound Dog” could hardly be heard as attacking the establishment. It was the way he sang — the way he looked — that captured the imagination and loyalty of our youth. In one of his many writings, beatnik guru Allen Ginsberg describes his own voice in words that could be applied most fittingly to Presley’s: "...a voice that begins somewhere in the pit of the stomach and rises forward in the breast and then comes out through the mouth and ears and comes forth as a croon or a groan or a sigh".

His gyrations — suggestively sensual — and his attire — constituted "a praiseworthy blow struck against hypocrisy, against repression, against stiffness, against pomposity."

James Dean, although not a singer or recording star, must rank with Elvis as a counter-culture symbol for American youth. In 1955, young actor James Dean came to the Hollywood scene after having starred in three Broadway plays, including the dramatic "East of Eden". In the same year (1955) of "Heartbreak Hotel" and "Rock Around The Clock", James Dean’s movie, "Rebel Without A Cause" bit deeply into the consciousness of our young people. Its plot featured a young man, bitter and confused, trying to find some reasonable, decent place in a society of greedy hypocrites.

The Presley/Dean phenomenon exposed a curious dichotomy among radio programmes of the late 1950’s. To the younger ones, rock ’n’ roll, rhythm & blues, "race" records, all spoke a meaningful language. To us of the elder generation (I was 47 in 1955) the new musical sounds seemed strange — even incomprehensible at times. I recall listening to some of the records on the charts of San Francisco station KOBY and wondering how anybody could possibly want to pay good money to buy these records for home listening.

If these were years of socio-cultural unrest, they were also the years of a radio revolution. In the early 50’s, television had started the destruction of big time, big name network radio by luring away those big name shows to the magic TV tube. Much of radio’s audience went with them. Those of us who had made our careers in network radio felt that it was the end of the world — our world. There were, however, many hundreds of radio stations that had been making handsome profits without a network, simply by identifying with the preferences and concerns of their local listeners. In doing so, radio spawned a new breed of broadcast entertainer, the disc jockey. A perusal of the literature and research of this early era brings to light the names of many powerful personalities, able to demonstrate their value in sales for their sponsors and large audiences for their stations. Here are some of the top DJ’s — well remembered by older listeners in their communities, even if not nationally:

**JACK LESCOULIE (New York)**
**MARTIN BLOCK (New York)**
**ERNIE KOVACS (Philadelphia)**
**HALLOWEEN MARTIN (Chicago)**
**FRANK COPE (San Francisco)**
**DON SHERWOOD (San Francisco)**
**EDDIE HUBBARD (Chicago)**
**AL JARVIS (Los Angeles)**
**JOE GENTILE & RALPH BINGE**
**(Bob & Ray) (Detroit)**
**GARY MOORE (Baltimore)**

**BOB CRANE (Bridgeport/Hollywood)**
**ARTHUR GODFREY**
**(Washington, D.C.)**
**REGE CORDIC (Pittsburgh)**
**GORDON HITZENMARK**
**(Washington, D.C.)**
**RALPH POWERS (Baltimore)**
**BILL HERSON (Baltimore)**
**JOHN B. GAMBLING (New York)**
**J. AKUHEAD PUPULE (Honolulu)**

(Add your own favorite names from your own cherished memories.)

In every major city in the pre-Top 40 days, disk jockeys assumed dominant roles in the local culture structure. Buffalo listeners heard "Yours truly, Buehly" (Clint Buehlnan) on WGR, and some Buffalonians may recall hearing Jack Paar on WBN before he graduated to greater conquests on NBC. Chicago enjoyed Ernie Simon and his engineer, "Klinkenpfeffer", and they tuned in the biing insights & comments of Studs Terkel. They enjoyed Howard Miller on WIND (Westinghouse), and the critical comments about Miller by Mike Royko in the Tribune. I treasured a quote from Studs Terkel: "I'd rather stir up controversy than create indifference". Jazz lovers in New Orleans, and throughout the South Central U.S., sat up late to hear Dick Martin on WWL with his "Moonlight With Martin". Dick often subtitled his program as, "For Those Who Know". In Detroit it was Ed McKenzie as "Jack The Bellboy". In St. Louis it was Rush Hughes on KXOK fighting for top ratings against Gil Newsome on KWK. Cincinnati and Cleveland

*From "Fire In The Streets" by Milton Viorst. Simon & Schuster, pub.*
both enjoyed "Soupy Sales" (his real name was Heinz).

In New York, controversial air personality Barry Gray held forth on WOR for a couple of years, tried it again on WMCA, but found that his bars were just too hot to handle. A New York trend setter was Jack Eigen who grabbed late night listeners with interviews, gossip and—occasionally—music, from the Copacabana lounge, broadcast over WINS. Arnold Passman, in his book, "The Deejays", recalls a Nichols and May satire of Eigen: "Jack Ego here...I was just talking to my good friend, the Pope". And, as many of us recall, Fred Allen made frequent caustic but comic references to Eigen in a way which enormously enhanced the man's public stature. Eigen's success set a precedent for late night interview shows across the nation, including Mike Wallace on WMAQ-Chicago, and Bill Anson, George Jay and Johnny Grant in Hollywood.

A fascinating aspect of those pre-Top 40 days was the "DJ's Top 10". Each major jock would report to the various publishers and record companies his "Top 10" as he interpreted his requests and sales. These DJ lists were often given greater credence by the music moguls than the national averages as reflected on—say, the Lucky Strike Hit Parade. Obviously, the DJ lists reflected all the hot new action, rather than the molasses slow national averages. This phenomenon, eventually overrun and eliminated by the Top 40 impact, re-surfaced in 1958 as the basis for The Gavin Report. Some echoes of the DJ top ten system may have motivated Lucky Lager president Eugene Selvage, and his McCann-Erickson account executive, Burton Grammier, in setting up the Saturday night feature of the program, the Lucky Ten, based on reports of local sales. These, of course, became the original input on which the first Gavin Reports were based.

It was my privilege in October of 1958 to attend the first gathering of the new Country Music Association at its gathering in Nashville. I was there at the invitation of Steve Sholes, A&R director of RCA and already famous as producer of the Elvis Presley recording sessions. But beyond Presley, Steve had an amazing sense of people's music. He could put together the Jordanaires and a rock band for the Presley sessions, and the results would be sensational in terms of sales. But Steve also knew that the great heart of America beat to the rhythms and joys and sorrows of country music—the music of the common people—not the mass majority, but the music majority. Steve took me backstage at the Grand Old Opry, then sat me down in a front row seat at Ryman Auditorium, where I could watch the incredible ferment on stage as each succeeding act plugged in its amplifiers, and I could chuckle at the little old ladies who came down the aisles to flash their Instamatics at their favorite stars. Janet and I came to treasure Steve Sholes as one of our dearest friends. I was also privileged in Nashville to meet Wesley and Lester Rose and to be taken by them to see their father's office. And I remember Smokey Walker, manager of WKDA-Nashville, and his beautiful wife Jo, now the executive secretary of the Country Music Association.

The 60's ushered in a new type of freedom—the freedom to speak frankly—and to act honestly—about sex. For centuries our culture had been dominated by the Puritanical concept of sex as something shameful. One of the first breaks in the phalanx of the anti-sex legions was the "Howl" case. This was about a book of poems by Allen Ginsberg in which many words and phrases referred to sex in both anatomical and behavioural contexts. No American publisher would touch the book, but an English publisher accepted it. Printed copies, addressed to Ginsberg, were confiscated by U.S. customs. Shortly thereafter, the customs headquarters in Washington ordered the books released rather than face a messy confiscation trial in U.S. courts. San Francisco's City Lights bookstore assumed that this constituted official government acceptance of the publication and offered it for sale. Soon along came police officers with a warrant for the arrest of City Lights Bookstore owner, Lawrence Ferlinghetti. He was charged with selling "obscene and indecent writings".

As described by Milton Viorst's "Fire In The Streets", the case gave rise to an immortal remark by Captain Hanrahan, head of the San Francisco Juvenile Bureau. He said that if the prosecution won the case he was going to banish a long list of other "filthy" books. A reporter asked him if he included the Bible in his list. Hanrahan said no, but "what King Solomon was doing with all those women wouldn't be tolerated in San Francisco." The trial judge ruled, "Would there be any freedom of press or speech if one must reduce his vocabulary to vapid, innocuous euphemisms? An author should be real in treating his subject, and he ought to express his thoughts and ideas in his own words." He found the defendant not guilty and "Howl" not obscene.
Even though the Eisenhower administration, in the voice of Postmaster General Arthur Summerfield, referred to smut as "one of the most serious moral and social problems in the U.S.", attempts to confiscate and ban questionable publications were invariably struck down in the courts. After a New York judge ruled against Summerfield's attempt to ban "Lady Chatterley's Lover", and his decision was upheld by the Supreme Court, censorship was practically defeated.

Now that old sex taboos were being shattered, and sex had become a matter of individual conscience, young people—and a few older ones, too—began to question other traditional systems. It was the genesis of a deep and pervasive "counter culture" movement—a groundswell of resentment at what seemed to be a manipulation of economic opportunity and a domination of the many by the few.

Such relaxation of cultural constraints was much slower in reaching the broadcast media. A Rolling Stones recording called "Let's Spend The Night Together" was almost totally banned from the air—not by government decree, but by the spontaneous and unpressured decision of broadcasters themselves. Today this once unacceptable lyric takes its innocuous place alongside such pleasantly suggestive songs as "Afternoon Delight," "Lay Lady Lady," and "For The Good Times."

In Berkeley, at the University of California, activist Tom Hayden marshalled protest convocations. A freshman there was expelled for holding to a week long fast in protest against required enrollment in the R.O.T.C. The Cal student government opposed requirements for signing anti-communist disclaimers.

Somewhere along the way the "Daily Californian" found occasion to editorialize that "The F.B.I. resembles the Gestapo". Here in San Francisco in 1960, we recall the convening of the House Unamerican Activities' Committee at our City Hall in which college students held a sit-in throughout the rotunda and eventually had to be dispersed by arrests and fire hoses. (It was in the reporting of these events that we became aware that many of the protesters had been well coached as to the slack muscle posture they were to assume when arrested, that it would require two policemen to put them in the paddy wagon, and TV films would show them as non-violent victims of "police brutality").

I've mentioned a number of highlights of the year 1960. The unquestioned low light was our Lucky Lager sponsor's cancellation of our "Dancetime" program. I felt uncertain about the future—obviously. Not only the salary checks would terminate, but also the broad source of record popularity input from the eleven Western states. Besides that, my office and my trusted secretary, Anita Rodenbaeck, previously supplied by the agency, were to be withdrawn. On the plus side, the income from the little cluster of subscriptions made it possible to rent tiny office space in our same office building, but how many of our subscribers would continue now that Bill Gavin no longer programmed two to three hours a night on forty-eight Western stations?

Fortunately, a couple of years before, I had built up a music format out of my record programming experience. I had reduced it to a formula, controlling frequency of repetition and record rotation for every hour of the day. It could be flexibly adapted for the benefit of any station in any market, with full control over record rotation in terms of dynamic growth, newer or older, and demographic appeal. I'll never forget: When I first described my format to Janet, she looked at me and said, "Oh, Bill, that's it!"

I've mentioned some of the cultural ferment of the 50's and 60's. These counter-culture trends provide a perspective on the currents of thought and feeling that produced our new world of music and radio. Whole volumes of evaluation might be written of the 50's and 60's without revealing the day to day emotions of involved Americans—adolescents and parents alike. We at The Gavin Report lived these day to day experiences—reflections of concern in protest recordings like "Eve of Destruction", incisive commentaries like Bob Dylan's "Blowin' In The Wind." We lived them day to day, not quite understanding their implications, but keenly aware of the powerful counter-culture surge that inspired them. Even the gentle harmonies of Peter, Paul and Mary, the wistful questionings of Judy Collins, contrived to focus on a great underlying disaffection with the conventional patterns of our society.

Protest songs in the 50's and 60's were just the tip of the iceberg. The music itself was a protest—a rebellion against established music patterns and forms. Teenage ballads like "Peggy Sue", "My Special Angel", and "Little Bitty Pretty One", provided a new—and exclusive—musical vocabulary for our adolescents. Top 40 playlists were making room for soul music from Black America, once known as "race records" or "rhythm & blues". Young America "discovered" black artists such
as Sam Cooke, Fats Domino, Lavern Baker, Earl Grant, Jackie Wilson, Chuck Berry, Ray Charles and many, many more. Although some stations resisted black music, top forty radio recognized no color lines.

In the fall of 1957, I sent the following letter to about twenty-five radio people in the East, South and Midwest.

To All P.D.'s and D.J.'s

My Record Reports, a copy of which is attached, are prepared every Monday, Wednesday and Friday as a service to the radio stations and D.J.'s for whom I act as program consultant. Information in the Reports is based on weekly reports of record sales in over 200 stores in the Western states, distributors reports, and telephone and audience mail reports from 4 stations operating on my "feedback" system.

If any of the information in the Record Report would be of value to you, I'd be happy to send them to you regularly, in exchange for your weekly comments on the action in your area. Your own indication of which new items appear to be taking off would be enough (much more important than straight "Top 40" information) and I'd appreciate knowing your evaluation of the new sides that you consider worth while. Also — since ordinary mail to San Francisco from the East requires 3 or 4 days — air mail is a big help.

Hope to hear from you.

Bill Gavin
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
114 Sansome Street
San Francisco, California

I had about a dozen affirmative replies, which opened information channels in Boston, New York, Utica, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Cleveland, Detroit, Atlanta, Miami, and Chicago. I was disappointed that I couldn't enlist Rege Cordic from Pittsburgh. Friends in the East told me that he was one of the best jocks in radio. He invented "instant pocket fuzz" to make you feel comfortable wearing a new suit. He did phone commercials for "Old Fatheringschloss" — the stale pale beer with the foam on the bottom. Jocks like Cordic made radio fun.

1958 was also the year of the first of two Todd Stor D.J. Conventions, this one held at the Muehlbach Hotel in Kansas City. It was at this convention that Mitch Miller made his famous speech castigating Top 40 radio stations for turning their programming over to the "bobby soxers & baby sitters." Arnold Passman's account in his book, "The Dee Jays", credits Mitch Miller with receiving a standing ovation. Not as I remember it. While his message was received well enough, the big applause came when Chuck Blore challenged these "prophets of doom, bearded or otherwise", with the fact that Top 40 radio proved its worth in terms of audience and revenue, simply by playing the music that people wanted to hear. My own (long forgotten) contribution was that Tin Pan Alley had lost touch with the American people, and that anyhow you couldn't put music in pigeon holes. (Applause).

During the following year, my expanding contacts with radio program people set me to thinking about the possibility of a national organization that would sponsor its own annual convention independent of radio owners and record companies. By the time the next Todd Stor D.J. Convention rolled around, we had formed an organizing committee and were promised an hour's time at the Convention to present our proposals. As a result, we arranged for a committee meeting with an attorney later that year, to be held in Chicago. We became the Disc Jockey Association, a membership corporation chartered in the state of New York.

During our Chicago board meeting we received a phone call from Pete Myers, at WNEW-New York. He told us that a Congressional committee has just announced an investigation into record-radio "payola". His news department wanted to interview a spokesman from our organization and I was elected. I said I didn't know anything about payola — the reports from the Miami Convention had been greatly exaggerated — and as far as payola was concerned, our D.J.A group was against it. I never did find out if my remarks were quoted on any WNEW newscast.

The "Booze, Broads and Bribes" story of the Miami Convention of May, 1959, has been told many times. As I observed it, I wasn't aware of any broads or bribes, although there was certainly plenty of booze in the record company hospitality suites. The only thing unusual that I recall was when Juggy Gales pushed a cocktail waitress into the swimming pool.
By 1960 our Disc Jockey Association had a brand new mission. We were to be the good guys. When we met in Minneapolis that year, we drew up a code of ethics which resolutely opposed payola and all other conflicts of interest. We elected Scott Muni and Jim Hawthorne as co-presidents. We set dues of $10 per year. We were warmly supported by Todd Stott personally, by the Crowell-Collier radio people and by several other station owners. They believed that by publicly adhering to our code of ethics they would re-establish their respectable public image which had been damaged by the Harris Committee investigations.

The DJA was probably a good idea, but it folded for the same reason that many other enterprises have failed — lack of money. It might have helped bridge the gap of suspicion and mistrust that had now opened up between radio and the record business. Station owners are always extremely sensitive to any threats to their precious FCC licenses. In this case, many owners feared that any friendly association between their employees and record people might cause the FCC to decide that they (the licensees) were not running their stations in the "public interest, convenience and necessity". Some stations forbade record promotion people entrance to their studios. "Leave your record with the receptionist", they said. In some cases, fraternization with record people became a cause for immediate and automatic dismissal. While these extreme forms of isolationism didn't last long, there existed for many years a lingering doubt and suspicion of record people on the part of station managers. The men who lost their jobs as a result of the Harris Committee disclosures (only five or six), soon found employment elsewhere. Sources in Washington at that time whispered that the committee and its counsel considered their efforts largely a failure because they had been unable to prove any irregularities against the man who appeared to be their prime target — Dick Clark.

While we're on the subject of payola, here's a short editorial that I wrote for our edition of January 8, 1960:

Comment

Stan Freberg's "The Old Payola Blues" is in bad taste. Its implications are obvious — and obviously false. It encourages the popular misconception that there is some sort of sinister alliance between rock and roll records and payola. It ignores the sincere efforts of disc jockeys and radio programmers to determine accurately and objectively, the popular music that is preferred by the radio audience. It ridicules honest attempts by record companies, large and small, to develop and present new talent. It scorns the millions of young people who wish to claim some new recording star as their own particular idol — just as young people have done for generations. Has Mr. Freberg forgotten that teenage girls also once screamed and fainted when Frank Sinatra sang?

I am joined in this protest by Bob Clayton (WHDH, Boston) and, I am sure by many others. We resent the implication, broadly suggested by the Stan Freberg record, that disc jockeys generally are playing certain records because they are being paid to do so. We insist that the vast majority of disc jockeys have never been involved in "payola" and that the few who have been so involved are exceptions rather than typical of our business.

It is ridiculous to assume — as Mr. Freberg apparently does — that without payola disc jockeys would be playing jazz and big band swing. It is hard to understand how Capitol Records, with their own Johnny Otis, Gene Vincent and so on, would offer the Freberg record to be played on the air. It will not be surprising to hear that many radio people have expressed their objections directly to the producers of the record.

In spite of its short life span, the DJA opened many eyes to the need for some sort of communication medium among radio program people, and for a bridge of understanding between radio programmers and the record business. In 1964 Janet and I went to New York to meet with a few of our Eastern correspondents. Buddy Deane flew up from Baltimore, John Rook came in from Pittsburgh, Bertha Porter came down from Hartford. So taut was the rivalry among New York stations that one station group declined to attend the meeting, but instead invited Janet and me to breakfast. Neil McIntyre, having recently moved from Cleveland to Pittsburgh was there, and Dean Tyler came in from WIBG in Philadelphia. This was the first opportunity that Janet and I had to meet in person the people we talked with on the phone every week. We didn't come to any profound conclusions, but we did discover many interests and concerns in common, including an intense pride in the craft of radio itself.
Those were the days when record programming was passing out of the hands of individual disc jockeys and was becoming a matter of statistical record sales surveys, brought to the air in pre-established formulas. In order to keep the air staff feeling that they were still participating in the programming selections, many stations held weekly staff meetings at which new releases were auditioned and voted upon.

One of the people taking part in our 1965 meeting in San Francisco was Kal Rudman. It seems appropriate here to comment on my relationship with Kal. The previous year, Kal had written me from Philadelphia, criticizing some record information that I had reported from that area. At that time he was a teacher in a school for retarded children and was doing a part time air show for a station in Camden. His information seemed — and was — accurate, so I invited him to become one of our reporters. Later, he offered to collect reports from Eastern R&B jocks, which enabled me to put together a section of our publication devoted to black radio — an area that I felt had been neglected — or distorted — by other publications. Kal collected reports from black programmers like "Fat Daddy" Johnson, Zenas Sears, Porky Chedwick, Georgie Woods and several others. He sent me these reports exactly as he received them from his phone calls, and they were combined with other reports from other areas to produce our first so-called R&B charts. I had hoped that Kal might be the person I needed to come into our San Francisco office as my assistant, and had brought him out for a week’s visit, along with wife Lucille and son Mitchell. That’s how he happened to be in San Francisco at the time of our meeting.

A few days in our office, however, convinced me that Kal’s hyper-intensive personality couldn't fit into our relaxed environment. I’m sure that Kal also found our cool procedures unacceptable. He made his calls to his Eastern black reporters, and I still recall his telling one of them, “Ya know — Bill really puts his charts together by the numbers”. During this time, I listed Kal as our Associate Editor of R&B radio, even though he was never more than a most valuable conduit for information from key sources. At no time during our association was there even the slightest suggestion that his reports to me were “loaded” or distorted. However, some months later a friend told me that Kal was doing paid promotion work for some record companies. Confirming this, I immediately dropped Kal from our reporter group.

At any rate, Kal’s impact on record promotion and on the “tip sheet” syndrome continued to grow, until his voice has become one of the nation’s most significant in the new generation of respectable "hype.”

In 1965 we brought our “meet the correspondents” operation closer to home with a gathering in our home town — San Francisco. The effervescent nature of local competition had focused national attention on the Bay Area. Clint Churchill, moving from his family's Buffo bastion of WKBW, had taken over KYA with a right top 30 format, and had dominated the market. RKO radio had brought in Jack Thayer from his sensationally successful WGDY-Minneapolis (a Storz station), and Jack hired top jocks for his new top 40 format. Crowell-Collier was attempting to duplicate the success of its KFWB-Los Angeles, with its new Oakland acquisition, dubbed KEWB. Gordon McLendon had bought KROW-Oakland and converted it into one of the nation’s first “beautiful music” formats under its new call letters KABL. McLendon’s inspired promotions tried to establish KABL with the San Francisco “mystique,” ringing cable car bells and promoting the San Francisco Symphony. He made KABL a status symbol for radio listeners reporting to Pulse, Hooper or Arbitron. They said they listened, even when, sometimes, they hadn’t. Crowell-Collier’s KEWB gave Churchill’s KYA a robust challenge, while KOBY, San Francisco’s first Top 40 station, tried switching to beautiful music and now has become KHKI, one of the Bay Area’s two classical music stations.

Of course, no evaluation of San Francisco’s radio in those years could ignore the dominant hold on the adult audience of KSFO. Here was the station deeply involved with our city’s growing — and glowing — identification with our Giants and 49’ers — plus a never to be duplicated staff of Don Sherwood, Jack Carney, Russ Syracuse, Al Collins, Jim Lange, Gene Nelson, and, occasionally, the incomparable Bobby Dale. Supervising this group of zany prima donnas were PD Al Newman and MD Elma Greer. I know that other cities can also boast of their outstanding stations, but for sheer creative imagination in programming, KSFO in the 60’s was the best I’ve ever heard.

A post script to the KFRC story: The station in the 30’s and 40’s had been a leader in creative programming, under PD. Harrison Halloway. Don Lee sold the station to RKO-Radio, and the lustre wore off. Yet in spite of low audience shares,
there were still enough loyal listeners left to bring in a number of advertisers. Their loyalty was demonstrated by the horde of protests received when the station abruptly switched to rock 'n' roll. Not only listeners, but advertisers refused to accept the new musical environment. As a result, Jack Thayer was relieved of his command and the station went back to "vanilla" music. However, after the sensational top 40 success of sister Top 40 KHJ in Los Angeles, it was only a question of time until KFRC would again turn the Top 40 corner, this time for keeps, under Bill Drake's "Boss Radio" format. In the meantime, Jack Thayer discovered Don Imus in Sacramento, took him to bigger things in Cleveland, then went to Los Angeles, where he introduced two-way talk radio with smashing results on KLAC. Jack was one of our speakers at the Chicago Conference, as was another radio magician, Chuck Blore.

Of all the great names in the story of San Francisco radio, probably the best remembered is that of Tom Donahue. Lou Avery, sales manager for KYA, bought a new FM outlet, KMPX, which was operating on a free form format, in which each jock played anything he liked—"from 'Bach to Boogie'. Avery made Donahue his P.D., and Tom brought some discipline into the KMPX programming. Not too much, but enough that the air staff walked out, demanding reforms. Fortunately for Donahue, he was hired to program another new FM station that had just acquired the distinctive call letters KSAN. KSAN became the model for all the new FM outlets searching for "alternative radio," built around a counter-culture philosophy. KSAN became the station for the Bay Area's young adults. Among its many community projects, I recall most vividly its organizing crews of young people to fight the big oil spill off Bolinas Beach. The station carried hourly directives, mobilizing crews and co-ordinating their transportation. Tom Donahue was an outstanding broadcaster and a fine gentleman.

Les Crane moved from KYA to the P.D. spot at KGO, which was struggling for audience. He said to me, "Bill, what am I going to do with this white elephant?" He tried several approaches without much success. He needed to fill a late night slot (10 PM to midnight, I think), and decided to do a two-way phone call in from a remote location—occasionally the "Hungry I". Since he couldn't use any of his regular jocks, he decided in desperation to do the show himself. The results were startling—and highly gratifying. So successful was the show that Les signed a network TV contract for a show out of New York. His place was filled by a local sportscaster, Ira Blue, who continued the show's amazing success. Today, of course, KGO has become one of the most highly successful news-talk stations in the country. Yes, lots of good things started in San Francisco, including The Gavin Report—and, if you're making a list, topless bars and night clubs.

The next year—1966—Janet and I made our big decision. We invited all our correspondents—world wide—to join us for a "Radio Program Conference", to be held in Chicago. We selected the weekend just preceding the NAB national convention, scheduled for the same city, to start the following Monday. We were delighted with the advance registration—close to 200 radio people, a third of whom were station managers. To demonstrate our complete ignorance of convention procedures, Janet and I had reserved meetings rooms, a sleeping room for ourselves, and made arrangements for our guests' dinner. That was all. It never occurred to us to reserve a block of rooms for our guests. To their consternation, when they tried to register at our hotel (The Sheraton) no rooms were available. They had all been pre-empted by our friends in the NAB. In spite of such a gross oversight, everybody found a place to stay, and nobody griped at us for the inconvenience. Our two-day meeting of radio people only was a surprising success. For several years afterward, many people kept telling us, "Best Conference you ever had was Chicago in '66."

I'm not setting out to write a year by year description of our annual Radio Program Conferences, but the account of how they actually became annual affairs may be of interest. One day in 1967, we had an office visit from Tony Zappi, public relations director of the Riviera in Las Vegas. He suggested that we put on an Awards Dinner at the Riviera, where we would recognize distinguished achievements in our field. We liked the idea, and decided that, as long as people would be invited for dinner, we should expand into a series of professional discussion sessions over the weekend. It turned out that what we intended awarding was not exactly what Mr. Zappi had in mind. Being in Las Vegas, he was understandably star-oriented and took it for granted that our awards would be made to some big name recording stars. The presence of these entertainment luminaries would naturally enhance the prestige of the Riviera. Our plans, however, called for
recognition of achievement in radio programming and the recording industry — big names only within our professional circle and mostly unknown to the general public. The Riviera people were disappointed, of course, but bringing live bodies into their casino was the name of their game, and we served just over one thousand guests at our Awards Banquet. We had thirteen speakers on opening day. Some were sparkling, e.g. Ruth Meyer and Pat O’Day, one was boring (an ad agency exec from New York), and one was inspiring, Whitney Young, Executive Director of the Urban League, who received an enthusiastic standing ovation.

So we did it again the next year, back at the Riviera once more. And we did it in Atlanta in 1969, Los Angeles, in 1970, New Orleans in 1971, San Francisco in 1972, skipped a year, and wound up the series in Kansas City in 1974. One of our concerns over inviting record company participation was the possibility of a repeat of the Miami fiasco of 1959. We stipulated, no hospitality suites, no promotional entertaining, etc. Somewhat to our surprise, record executives responded enthusiastically to such a hype-free environment, and our sessions were held in an atmosphere of serious dialogue between our radio colleagues and the record fraternity, as well as a frank exchange of ideas among radio program people.

There were highlights and low lights. A union picker line outside our Atlanta Hotel produced a sympathy walkout by half our delegates, totally disrupting an afternoon session. A Washington Post syndicated columnist, Nicholas Van Hoffman, published an indignant column, castigating one of our speakers, a Houston newscaster, whose cynical approach to journalistic standards shocked a number of people— including the newsmen’s boss, when he read the column. We were told that the newsmen was fired, but that he continued being involved in Houston politics.

In Los Angeles in 1970, our group had the dubious distinction of setting a Century Plaza Hotel record for amounts spent in the lobby bar and on room service. (We understand that our records have since been broken by thirstier and hungrier groups.)

And who will ever forget the New Orleans Roosevelt/Fairmont Hotel Banquet entrance of the Preservation Hall Marching Band (arranged by John Rosica) as they paraded to the stage, followed by the waiters, each bearing aloft a flaming baked Alaska. Our dining room exploded with such applause, cheers and screams that even the Beatles would have been pleased.

Fabulous, 87-year old Buckminster Fuller was our keynote speaker in San Francisco. He spoke of our “space ship, Earth”, and of dangers and opportunities for mankind in the future. Nothing of practical value to broadcasters came out, but there was much food for serious thought and a re-thinking of some values that we take for granted today.

At our Awards Banquet that evening, I was flabbergasted to be presented the Award of “Man Of The Decade”. It is a bronze head—surprisingly good likeness — and I cherish it greatly.

Kansas City in 1974 was the last — and some say best — stop in our tour of Radio Program Conferences. By this time other publications and groups were putting on their own conventions and seminars devoted to radio programming. It seemed that we had already achieved our two goals: improving the dialogue between the reluctant partners, radio and records, and encouraging improved standards of professionalism and a greater respect for their craft among radio programmers. For the next several years we confined ourselves to presenting smaller regional Conferences, enabling less affluent stations to send their staff people without the heavy burden of air fares. It gave us a great opportunity to get acquainted with new areas— Jackson (Mississippi), Columbus (Ohio), Louisville (Kentucky), Philadelphia, Denver, Houston, San Diego, Monterey, Spokane, Seattle, Portland, and so on.

I take some little pride in having pioneered the concept of a Radio Program Conference. Heretofore, only managers, sales managers, and chief engineers had any significant voice on the broadcasting stage. Today, the National Association of Broadcasters holds annual Radio Programming Conferences, entirely separate from their regular annual conventions of radio and TV execs. The days when sales and engineering dominated our radio stations are passing away. Sales, engineering and programming are now becoming equal partners in a growing number of radio operations.

In these twenty-five years I’ve watched the progress of many careers, both with admiration and concern. Pat O’Day built a brilliant success with KJR-Seattle, rose from management to station ownership, while as a sideline he ran Concerts West, a
brilliant national promotion operation. Buzz Bennett went from a dancer on Buddy Deane's TV program in Baltimore to gain fame as a programmer of WTIX-New Orleans and KCBQ-San Diego. John Rook fought his way up the radio ladder from small positions in Denver to a PD spot in Rapid City, South Dakota, then on to a spectacular PD career with ABC Radio in Pittsburgh (KQV) and Chicago (WLS). They called John "The man who stole Larry Lujack" when this super jock was hired away from WLS-Chicago to work with John at WCFL.

John's successes have not been entirely in radio. He adopted and raised two orphan boys, who have turned out to be a fine credit to their foster father. Then there's Dean Tyler, who went from music director at WIBG to PD at WIP to PD at WNEW, to PD at WFL. Bill Young, starting to study for the ministry, chose radio instead, going from small town Texas stations to wind up as PD of KILT-Houston. Bill now runs a highly successful production company in Houston, turning out recorded radio spots for a distinguished list of clients. Buddy Deane, came from a radio DJ and TV personality in Baltimore to become owner, manager and morning personality of KOTN in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Bob Sherwood—PD in Sacramento, then on to Milwaukee and numerous other radio jobs, turned to the record business and is now a vice-president of CBS Records. John Rosica from local promo in Philadelphia to national promo director for RCA, then to executive director of Dot Records and other record company assignments, and now running a successful public relations company in New Jersey & New York. Harold Childs and Bud O'Shea have kept climbing up the various ladders in the record business, both showing that good guys do win. And of course, there's that well known after dinner speaker and raconteur, Joe Smith, whom I first met when he was a DJ in Boston, and who went from top exec positions with Warner Brothers and Elektra-Asylum to his present exciting assignment as Chairman of the Board of Home Sports Entertainment, a division of Warner Amex.

And on and on. Bless them all. It has been—and is—my privilege to know them.

No account of our various Conferences could be concluded without acknowledgement of our debt to the many people who helped to plan and present them. Each year, before our annual Program Conferences, we convened an advisory committee. These representatives of both the radio and the record fields spent many hours and often traveled thousands of miles to discuss meeting schedules, panel topics and moderators, awards procedures and so on. In some years we enlisted a special Board of Judges to elect men (and women) of the year. Among those who contributed greatly were Ron Alexenburg, Ted Atkins, Al Bell, George Burns, Jerry Boulding, Harold Childs, Lucky Cordell, Paul Drew, Bob Fead, Elma Greer, Pat O'Day, Joe Smith, Dean Tyler, Larry Uttal, Jerry Wexler, and Bill Young. They and scores of others helped pioneer new directions in radio-record dialogue and to set new standards of excellence in our profession.

The twenty-five year span of The Gavin Report seems like a long time. Yet my own musical apprenticeship began twenty-six years earlier, in 1932, when I left the teaching profession and turned to music for a living. This began in the chorus at San Francisco's Fox Theater ($25 a week), a traveling musical comedy ($37 a week), choral work in Hollywood movies ($10 to $15 a day, when there was a job), Glee Club director & arranger at San Francisco's Golden Gate Theater ($45 a week), touring with a vaudeville male quartette ($50 a week—when we worked), and finally a staff announcer job in Seattle radio $37.50 a week—(but that was every week.) This led to singing and arranging assignments, which enabled me to develop skills in writing for voices and orchestra and in programming music for radio.

Through all of these years, I have been privileged to live and work with music in most of its many forms. I have learned to respect the diversity of musical forms and sounds, as well as the diversity of people who respond to them. No single form can be labeled "good music." In all its forms, from progressive rock to opera and oratorio, there is good, mediocre and bad music. The passing centuries served to filter out bad and much of the mediocre in the serious music field. In these modern times it is up to the A&R director, the producer, the radio music director and, eventually, the listening public itself to evaluate the steady tide of new music and to select its enduring favorites.

In past years, there have been frictions and misunderstandings between radio and record people. We've heard radio's complaints about exclusives (to other stations), slow record service, favoritism and so on. We've heard outcries from record people against tight playlists, against petty boycotting, against arrogant demands from
radio programmers for special favors. In spite of these bumps in the road that both industries must travel, reluctantly hand in hand, we should recognize the record industry as something more than a profit-making machine. Turning our records for the convenience of radio stations, who magnanimously provide the airplay exposure that generates record sales. We must realize that the record business is a major creative force in contemporary music. We should, I believe, regard the music as a dominant cultural force, which both industries share. Radio must acknowledge its vital stake in the continuing profitability of the record business. That is something which can no longer be taken for granted.

In the 60's and early 70's radio was deeply involved in the public excitement over popular music. DJ's reflected their listeners' enthusiasm about the hits, the singers and the groups. Recently, as I've listened to radio around the nation, I've heard what sounds to me like a cool indifference to the artists who make the music. Rarely are performers identified by name. Occasionally I hear the often redundant mention of the title of a song—an exercise that is hardly informative, in view of its constant repetition in the song's lyrics. If, indeed, radio's program directors interpret the current waning of youthful enthusiasm for pop music as a sign of apathy, and have instructed their air staffs to reflect this attitude by a studied indifference to the music, it seems to me an error in judgement. Certainly, it imposes a damp blanket on public motivation to buy the records. "If our favorite DJ doesn't care enough about the songs to announce who's singing them, why should we be interested?" That thought quite conceivably could cross the minds of millions of radio listeners.

I believe that radio owes a responsibility to its music, and to the sources of that music. Somehow, somewhere, radio has the opportunity—the challenge—to restore public enthusiasm for contemporary music. It could come about through adding its voice to NARM's campaign to "Give the gift of music". It could emulate Casey Kasem's fascinating mini-sketches of artists. It would happen in any number of yet untapped ways. I believe that there is still a latent public fascination with the performers and producers of popular music, which radio has the opportunity to re-awaken and to exploit to advantage. Stations taking the lead in uncovering this slumbering trend would not only be performing a valuable industry service but would almost surely profit through enlarged audience shares. I urge a new partnership of mutual obligation between radio and records.

Twenty-five years. A quarter-century of grief and bitterness, balanced by endless hope and courage. These years have brought us the tragedies of assassinations and war, the crises of Watergate, a president's resignation and hostages in Iran. There have been years of prosperity and growth, followed by years of inflation and recession. In radio, we've seen rating giants crumble before the onslaught of FM stereo, with countless format switches desperately trying to recapture lost audiences. The music business has been passing through an agonizing readjustment in coping with new technologies and changing public tastes.

Perhaps our most far reaching and productive changes since 1958 have occurred in the areas of civil and human rights—more accurately described as progress toward racial and sexual equality. The legal "rights" of women and of racial minorities have gradually been established by law; their cultural acceptance is constantly reinforced without need of legislative fiat.

Looking back on our society's slow but consistent acceptance of changes in human values, we, as communications specialists, must recognize—and be proud of—our joint contributions to a healthy cultural maturity.

Our "popular" music, diffused through its common denominator of radio, constantly bridges our cultural and generation barriers. Our music has been—and will always be—our language of awareness.

Each of us who has worked in either radio or the music business can share the satisfaction of having brought entertainment and information to hundreds of millions of people, and in so doing, of having made this world a happier place. May your good work continue.

The future needs you!
Joe Smith is President and Chief Executive Officer of Home Sports Entertainment, Warner Amex's regional sports network. He joined the network in April 1983 from Elektra Asylum Nonesuch records, where he served as Chairman of the Board.

Mr. Smith is responsible for the operations of Home Sports Entertainment which provides professional and collegiate sports events to Warner Amex subscribers in the greater Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas area, Houston, Texas and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

He served most of his career with WCI as Executive Vice-President and was General Manager of Warner Bros. Records in 1975.

A native of Chelsea, Massachusetts and graduate of Yale University, Mr. Smith began his career as a radio announcer in Virginia, Pennsylvania. He then moved to Boston where he was a disc jockey for WMEX. He was named in the top 10 air personalities in national pools for 1957-1959.

He entered the record promotion field in 1960 and one year later was named National Promotion Manager of Warner Brothers Records. He has served as president of the Record Industry for Community Relations, and as Vice President of the Country Music Association and the Black Music Association.

25th Anniversary Award Winners

Bill Gavin and The Gavin report pay tribute to the following people.

We acknowledge their special contributions to good music and good radio and name them charter members in The Gavin Report's Honor Roll.

In honor of our twenty-five years of continuous publication, we've chosen these twenty-five to be recipients of our first awards.

Congratulations!

Chuck Blore
George Burns
Rick Carroll
Harold Childs
Clive Davis
Paul Drew
Elmo Ellis
James Gabbert
David Geffen
Berry Gordy
Bob Hamilton
Cecil Holmes
Bob Kingsley
Doug Lee
Dave Martin
Jo Walker-Meador
George Meier
Pat O’Day
Mo Ostin
Marc Ratner
Tony Richland
Tess Russell
Bob Sherwood
Joe Smith
Dan Vallie
Guy Zipuleon  
Program Director  
KQJ—Tucson, AZ

"Seventeen years ago when I was just getting into radio, I looked forward each week to getting my Gavin Report for an accurate listing of record action. Today, with all the hype and games that often go on in the music business... when I need to find accurate music information, I can still depend on my Gavin Report. You people are fantastic!"

Bill Mayne  
Operations Director  
KVUT/KASE—Austin, TX

"Bill Gavin means a great deal to me personally and professionally. As a friend, you would be hard pressed to find anyone as kind as he, and considerate of others. He is a truly special person. In a business overflowing with inflated egos, his humility is an example for all of us. I'll never forget the first time he and I had a face to face conversation. Here was this green kid wanting to soak up his infinite wisdom and what did Bill want to talk about? He wanted to know what I thought! He taught me a lesson learning I'll never forget! This acquisition of input from everyone in the business large and small is what The Gavin Report has always been about. Providing an in-depth, honest overview of what's happening in radio. The uniqueness of its policy on advertising has etched it's place in our industry. The recent sale of The Gavin Report to its employees came as no real surprise, just another example of the kind of man Bill Gavin is. I'm proud to know him!"

Bob Kingsley  
American Country Countdown  

"In 1976, one of the low points in your life ultimately provided one of the highpoints in mine. Janet was recovering from a heart attack, and you invited me to come to San Francisco and fill in for her as country editor of the Gavin Report. I had always held the Gavin Report in the highest esteem, and these three months in '76 gave me the opportunity to know you as well as I knew Janet. My time spent in your offices also proved to me what I had already felt—that the Gavin Report represents the HIGHEST standard of accuracy and integrity. I miss Janet very much, but I take comfort in the fact that she made an indelible impression on an industry she loved. She left each of us better off in many untold ways for having known her. The Gavins and their Report continue to bring honor to our profession... and for this I salute you!"

David Kraham  
Program Director  
KJOP—Modesto/Stockton, CA

"When someone mentions THE GAVIN REPORT to me I feel proud to have been a correspondent since 1968. Bill Gavin has created the industry's most believable publication. Bill has always had the "pats" to tell it like it is. When he refused to list 'HONKY TONK WOMAN' by The Rolling Stones in 1969 my respect for BILL GAVIN increased ten fold. THE GAVIN REPORT has been the backbone of the industry for the past 25 years. Who else could have picked 'WHIP IT' by Devo as a hit. Thank you Bill Gavin for a great 25 years."
Gary Davis
President
Rockshire Records

"Twenty years ago, I had the opportunity to enter the Record Business in San Francisco, California. During this time, I had the privilege of watching the record business explode.

San Francisco had the new groups: Bill Graham started Winterland; Tom Donahue started FM Radio; Russ Solomon made Tower Records, the first all catalog record store. KSFO was the number one A/C station; KFRC was the number one Top 40 station, and the Gavin Report—the Bible to Radio and Records.

The business was, and still is, magic. Over the years, when I sit down and reflect and ponder on setting my course straight, I will always admire the way Bill Gavin ran his life and business, always honest and truthful, respected by everyone. He demonstrated his way. The standards he set on being a human being are without peer.

Mr. Gavin, Thank you."

Jhani Kaye
Operations and Programming Manager
KFV/KOST 103—Los Angeles, CA

"Bill and the Gavin Report have provided Radio with one of the most credible publications ever made available to our Industry. His deep concern for accuracy has been unparalleled in the Report's 25 year history. Always willing to share their expertise, Bill and the Staff of the Gavin Report give Radio an abundance of reliable information week after week, year after year."

Ted Cramer
Program Director
WMAQ—Chicago, IL

"Bill Gavin is a pioneer in his field and published the first reliable tip sheet for the few of us who were programming modern country radio in the early 60's. I'm proud to have been a charter subscriber and reporter to the country section of the Gavin Report. Janet Gavin was a second mother to many of us in the business and her high standards of excellence in setting up the Country section have been carried on in the best tradition to this day. The Gavin Report continues to be a tremendously influential reflection of the music and radio businesses and is even more valuable to us today as our industry becomes more and more competitive. Congratulations to Bill and his staff on a quarter-century of dedication and service."

Herb Allen
Program Director
WFMS—Indianapolis, IN

"I have been subscribing and reporting to the Gavin for 21 years (but how the time flies). In that period I have programmed five radio stations, and the first thing that I did at four of them (one was smart enough to already be a subscriber) was to order the Gavin Report. With all the changes that time brings to almost everything, one constant does remain, and that is the confidence that I have in the reliability of the Gavin Report. Best Wishes on your 25th anniversary and let's hope we're all around for the 50th."
Don N. Nelson  
President and General Manager  
KSON—San Diego, CA

"It is a rare individual who can influence so many and offend so few. The Gavin Report has earned its slogan, "The Most Trusted Name in Radio" by following the guidelines set down by its founder, Bill Gavin. Through vision and integrity, Bill filled a void in the industry and earned the respect of his peers. My sincere congratulations on your 25 years of service, you can look on the past with pride and to the future with confidence."

Wesley H. Rose  
President  
Acuff-Rose—Nashville, TN

"We at Acuff-Rose Publications, Inc., and its affiliated publishing companies use the Gavin Report weekly as we feel it has always been a very important asset to us in making plans for promotion. I personally am very proud to have known Bill Gavin for many many years and his integrity has made me very proud of him. I consider it quite an honor to be asked to share my thoughts at this time and wish the Gavin Report many many more years of success."

Dave Bishop  
Program Director  
WBT—Charlotte, NC

"What?! Put all the things I'd like to say about Bill Gavin & the Gavin Report in one paragraph...impossible! The words are long and the space is short. I learned very early on that the Gavin Report was something that you could depend on week after week after week. A straightforward listing of the week's most popular tunes in a no-nonsense fashion. Through the Gavin Report, Bill sought to make the music & radio industries the best that he could help them to be. There's little doubt that he succeeded. The number of music & radio related publications that have survived for 25 years you can count on one hand. I'll never forget the first time I met Bill Gavin. I was immediately struck by two things. This is a man who truly cares about the industry and the people he serves, and secondly, Bill Gavin has that special twinkle in his eye that you only see in people who really enjoy what they do. Although I haven't seen Bill for a few years, I'm willing to bet that the twinkle is still there...just as bright as ever."

Don Langford  
Program Director  
KRAK—Sacramento

"One of the most important qualities that Bill Gavin has always stressed is the importance of people, and the Gavin Report has always been more than just a report. As a country music programmer for the last 12 years, my association was mainly with Bill's beloved wife Janet. Many times she helped me through a tough spot with a word of encouragement, way above the call of duty for a trade magazine editor. Elma Greer and Lisa Smith now carry on that tradition, by making the Gavin Report much more than just another trade. Thank you Bill Gavin for making it so."
C. Ronald Rogers  
V.P. and General Manager  
KVET/KASE—Austin, TX  

"I'm thrilled to see Bill Gavin and your fine report honored in this way. The Gavin Report has been an integral part of our plans since 1966 when we bought our first radio station. Janet and Bill were always most supportive of our efforts through the years. Most importantly, The Gavin Report has always enjoyed the greatest amount of integrity in our industry!  

We at KVET/KASE salute your fine efforts and look forward to a continuation of our excellent relationship. By the way, as president of the Texas Association of Broadcasters, I also send greetings and our very best from your many Texas subscribers!"

John Young  
Program Director  
Z-93—Atlanta, GA  

"I appreciate Bill's continuing interest in his family of stations by organizing such a talented and dedicated staff that will make sure his original concepts are continued for years to come. And it is most important that we reporters feed accurate and complete information so it will remain a necessary tool of programming. Words can not tell this staff how important they are to today's radio station because their efforts far exceed what I could relate. I'm proud of them. And I'm proud of our industry for continuing to endorse and support them."

Dick Williams  
V.P. Promotion  
EMI America/Liberty Records  

"It gives me great pleasure to express my regards as you are honored for twenty-five years of service to this industry. The GAVIN REPORT exemplifies the true meaning of integrity. Over the last quarter of a century you and your constituents have provided the radio and record community with undeniable dedication to our business. Congratulations on your distinguished achievement."

Mo Ostin  
Chairman of the Board  
Warner Bros. Records  

"You've got to admit it, 1958 was a very good year. After all, Bill, it's the birth year of both Warner Bros. Records and The Gavin Report, a quarter-century partnership that's contributed a large part to the pleasure I've had working in this business. I guess congratulations are in order all around. I don't have to tell you, but I will anyway: The Gavin Report has achieved as a trade publication that same combination of qualities that Warner Bros. strives for as a record company—excellence, insight and, above all, integrity. It's quite an accomplishment, and we all share a little of your pride. If the next twenty-five are anything like the last, Warner Bros. and The Gavin Report will still be right where they belong—on top."

Hal Smith
V.P. and General Manager
WMMR—Philadelphia

"The Gavin Report set some very high standards for itself, and through the years has maintained those standards which have made The Gavin Report a valuable and trusted voice in the Radio and Recording industries. The trust that developed in The Report itself emanated from the top. Bill, you've helped more than you know. Good luck, and thanks."

Cecil Holmes
V.P. A&R/Black Music
East Coast
CBS Records

"The Gavin Report has continued to play an important role throughout my years in the record industry. I can always expect Gavin to deliver straight-ahead information and have long respected Bill for his integrity and commitment to this industry. I'd like to salute everyone at the Gavin organization and especially thank Betty for her assistance and friendship."

John Gehron
V.P. and General Manager
WLS—Chicago, IL

"Every business has its own lingo and "Gavin" is big lingo in ours. I heard many expressions and names that I didn't understand or know. What was this "Gavin" that everyone talked about? Why was it so important? Well, it didn't take me long to find out what "the Gavin" was. As I began to use it, I learned of its reliability and integrity. I learned I could trust it.

In using the report over the years, my view of the report changed. I didn't look at it as just a trusted trade publication, but the work of a special group of people. People who were guided by a man of great integrity and love of music and our business.

Bill Gavin set the high standards to be followed by his people and he set a standard for us in radio. I thank Bill for starting something very special, and Ron Fell and his staff for continuing the level of integrity and trust."

Al Bramy
Veteran Record Executive

"Bill Gavin has walked tall through his years of dedicated service. Our memories go back to day-one of an inspirational trip that started a quarter of a century ago.

The Gavin Report is an institution whose compilations of the radio scene are gospel to the music industry. Its integrity has never been questioned."
Bob Sherwood  
Vice President, Marketing  
Columbia Records  

“I feel very fortunate to have had Bill Gavin’s counsel during my nine years in Broadcasting and ten years in the Music Business. Bill’s love for radio and records has played no small part in the growth of both industries and his firm, fair and heart-felt guidance has been a major contributing factor in the success of many of our leaders.  
We shouldn’t expect to see his like again.  
Bill... enjoy many decades of contentment... and thank you.”

Walt Williams  
Director of Program Operations  
WSB—Atlanta  

“In my 27 years in this wonderfully crazy radio business, Bill Gavin has consistently offered a bright note of sanity and perspective. Looking back to my first job in radio, I remember an article that Bill wrote which I saw pinned to the station bulletin board. While I can’t remember the specifics of the piece, I do remember thinking that there was a guy who really knew his stuff. Over the years, Bill Gavin and the Gavin Report have continued to reflect all that is good about the music and radio industries. The Gavin music charts give meaning to the words confidence, reliability, and trust. Thanks Bill, for contributing so much.”

George Meyer  
National Promotion  
PolyGram Records  

“To be labeled a trailblazer and an innovator would be enough for any man. But, to have also set a standard of integrity which has never been equalled is too much to grasp. When WALRUS was born in 1969, The Gavin Report was already 11 years old. It was what I used as a springboard and, as such, it had a profound influence on the better part of my professional life. Both The Gavin Report and the man whose name it bears are without a doubt ‘The Most Trusted Name in Radio’.”

Bob Edson  
Sr. V.P. Promotion  
PolyGram Records  

“I will always remember when I first started as a local promotion man in Washington, D.C., my first record convention, the Gavin convention in Atlanta. I so well remember the often heard comment, “Are you going to Gavin?” Being a greenhorn rookie, I wandered around the halls of the Regency Hyatt in Atlanta very nervous seeing all the great names in the industry, and I saw Mr. Gavin walking across the lobby, I took a big gulp and a deep breath, and introduced myself. As busy as he was, he was so very kind and so very courteous. I felt that I was really a part of the industry. I have carried that moment with me throughout my career, and the thought that I felt so strongly from him...  
... no matter the success or failure, ours is a business comprised of creative and sensitive people, and the moment you lose that sensitivity to the feelings of others is the moment that you lose more than hits.”

Walter F. Turner  
V.P. Programming  
KSD—St. Louis, MO  

“I met Bill in the mid sixties while handling the music at WSAI, Cincinnati. We were a Gavin reporter and Bill and I would talk over the music twice each week. It was obvious from the very beginning that his feel for music was extraordinary. It went beyond the hits and non-hits, to what the song was really saying and its effects on a listener. The Gavin Report was always the source for music information due to the feedback Bill was able to gain from a network of reporter friends across the nation. This, of course, was enhanced by his insight, knowledge, feel and understanding of music, radio and the listener. When I switched to Country music in the early seventies this association continued with Janet who displayed the same involvement and dedication. The Gavin conferences were a reflection of Bill’s dedication to our industry and his tireless efforts to help us understand and better serve our listeners throughout the transitional 60’s and 70’s. Bill’s contributions to our industry will be felt for years to come.”
Listed below and on the following pages are excerpts from The Gavin Report's ON THE RECORD. Note the dates on some of Bill's pieces.

There's a new trend in the record business—one that is bound to have a powerful impact on radio programming. In fact, a few progressive radio people are responsible for helping to start it.

I'm referring to the smashing sales on certain LP releases. This has little to do with the well known fact that LP sales generally are showing a steady and healthy growth. It's the fact that retail stores were to report on unit sales of their top selling LP's, along with their singles, certain key albums would have to be listed on station charts.

It's still important to know—to have ways of finding out—which LP bands are preferred by the listeners. Sales reports won't convey this information, but listener phone requests will. It seems indicated that pop programming tomorrow, to be successful, must: (1) include hit LP material and (2) constantly maintain and improve its lines of communication with its audience, in order to guide its selection ("picks") of new LP material.

Bill Gavin, On The Record, dated 12/8/61

It is entirely possible, if single sales continue to decline, that stations will continue to shrink their playlists, until by the year 1965 "top 40" will be replaced by "top 20" (FM, anyone?)

Bill Gavin, On The Record, dated 3/15/63

I think most broadcasters would agree that in the long run the rating battles are fought mostly on the microphones rather than on the turntables. The right music, good news, sharp promos and contests, smooth production—and then what? Then comes the personal part of radio—the DJ's voice. And he had better have something worthwhile to say.

Bill Gavin, On The Record, dated 8/13/64

For the biggest bucket of hogwash that passes for informed comment on the current pop music scene, I nominate the frequently heard observation that the popularity of British artists, songs and records is "just a fad". The plain facts are that the British musicians have achieved a level of professional maturity that very few of their American colleagues can match.

Only in the field of rhythm and blues can our American music be considered truly creative. Producers like Berry Gordy, Burt Bacharach and Teacho Wilshire continue to move forward with the times. As a result, more and more of the R&B entries are selling to pop record buyers.

Radio managers are constantly searching for new ways to boost their ratings and their time sales. They seem indifferent to the kind of excitement on the air that often stimulates the sale of records. As I see it, this is an extremely short sighted attitude, regardless of a station's current rating success. Certain managers are so apprehensive of the FCC that they are prone to discourage their DJ's from outright enthusiasm over a new record, since it might be construed by FCC monitors as "promoting" its sale. Such an attitude ignores the implied question: If the DJ's don't get excited about their music who else will? Music is what most stations depend on for 75% of their program content. Music sells the station. Why not sell the music?

Bill Gavin, On The Record, dated 5/14/65

Pop music never was and never will be a segregated type of format. There are no color barriers or sound barriers to the music that the people like. Integration in music, as anywhere, involves an acceptance of differences. Each record should be judged on its own individual merit, and not as a certain type.

Bill Gavin, On The Record, dated 8/18/72

It is a matter of serious concern to all honest people in the music business that in certain locations the illicit manufacture and sale of duplicated tapes has assumed racket-like proportions.
Such activities do not directly affect radio, but in a larger sense any injury to our nation's music makers impairs their ability to serve—and service—radio's music needs. I urge station owners and managers in communities where unauthorized tape duplication is not subject to legal penalties to acquaint their listeners with all the relevant facts of the situation. Help them learn to identify the spurious product. Try to enlist public support for any legislation that may be pending, designed to correct this evil.

Remember, it is not just the record companies and dealers who are hurt by tape bootlegging; singers, musicians, writers, producers, publishers are all being robbed of royalty payments—robbed just as effectively as if by a professional pickpocket. These creative people have done a lot to help radio, just as radio has helped them. Maybe it's time for radio to help now in another way.

Bill Gavin, On The Record. dated 2/8/74

Fragmentation of the radio audience has brought about specialization of programming that now requires greater knowledge of the target audience and how best to please it. More and more stations are assigning people to "music research"—not just to "music director." Research is moving away from the quantitative concept (how many records sold?) to a qualitative approach (who is buying and why?).

In spite of dwindling singles sales, pop music stations still must use all possible means of determining objectively what their listeners prefer. This does not mean that the playlist must be shortened to fit the sales pattern; a number of today's top rated stations still play a reasonable variety of music, including even an occasional album cut. A research system that includes phone requests, questionnaires, and personal interviews will reveal that radio listeners enjoy a substantial number of records that have not—perhaps will not—registered any significant sales.

Bill Gavin, On The Record. dated 8/24/78

One of the big reasons for radio's continued vitality centers around that frequently maligned phrase, "public service." Of all the advertising media, radio gives the most back to its communities, in services above and beyond its program content. All over the country, in large cities and small, stations vie with each other in supporting worthy causes. Crippled children, multiple sclerosis, leukemia, hospital funds, cystic fibrosis, cancer research, local hardship cases, and on and on—radio's fund raising efforts in these areas mark it as truly the medium with a heart. Sometimes stations work in cooperation with newspapers or television; more often radio takes the initiative and does the job alone. Radio sponsors benefit concerts, basketball games, toy collections, food and clothing for the needy and many more service activities. Radio personalities make public appearances at fund raising events as part of their way of saying thanks to the communities that support them. Because of radio, uncounted millions of dollars every year find their way into beneficial community projects.

There are, of course, exceptions. A few short-sighted broadcasters evaluate all station activities, both on the air and outside the studios, in terms of either immediate profit or audience promotion effectiveness. Such attitudes account for the heavy contest content that seems to saturate certain kilocycles. Such obvious preoccupation with material gain presents a glaring contrast with the station that is lending its support to the welfare of others. A contest that is designed simply to induce listeners to "stay tuned" may be counter-productive in the image it projects.

This is not to imply that undiluted altruism should be the key to radio's public service. The extent to which a station becomes known for its involvement with community interests and activities greatly influences listener tune-in preferences and long term acceptability in a community. Shining examples of this pattern are WCCO-Minneapolis, KMOX-St. Louis, and WSB-Atlanta. Many other stations, not similarly blessed with a 50kw clear channel, also owe much of their success to a sensible discharge of obligation to the community.

The tensions and anxieties of broadcast competition tend to obscure the pride that we all should feel in our profession. Since radio's contributions are unlikely to be acknowledged elsewhere it's time we did a little boasting on our own.

Bill Gavin, On The Record. dated 8/3/79
When benefits are carefully done, the cash reciprocation can be considerable. The moneys and consciousness raised, for example, by the anti-nuclear power MUSE group was effective enough to close down some principal faulty reactors. The Concerts for Kampuchea and Secret Policeman's Ball LPs raised much needed funds for causes relevant to politically minded listeners.

Radio and rock 'n' roll are doing more than their share of community service. I wonder just how much public service the plumber who charged me $49.50 an hour did in comparison to that local afternoon jock who's lucky to be making that fee a day. Pat yourselves on the back, music people. You deserve it!

Kent Zimmerman. On The Record. dated 3/5/82

THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE...

Few topics have been talked about more the last several years than business and the economy. Is it possible that those of us who make our living as purveyors of entertainment have forgotten our business? It's called SHOW BUSINESS. Ned Beatty said it best in the movie, NETWORK, "the world is a business." In order to be run successfully, it is necessary that a demand exist for a product or service. Great marketing and promotion won't do much for shabby merchandise. To argue that there is nothing wrong with our present economy would be ridiculous. But at the same time, it is just too easy to blame a faltering economic situation for what in part is a lack of creative judgment or ability. Add to that a need to play it safe and take fewer gambles. Too much marketing research is done to save someone's job so they can point the blame in yet another direction. Market research can tell you about the past and present but not the future. Like it or not, entertainment does involve taking chances, rolling the dice and going with what you believe in.

I'm reminded of 20th Century researching the title for an upcoming major motion picture some years ago. The results of that study were negative and the studio suggested the director change the name. George Lucas decided to stay with "Star Wars" anyway. And it was over a year and a half ago that Rick Carroll, P.D. of KROQ-L.A., sat with me, convinced that his new format would be a winner. No amount of positive or negative research was going to change his mind. Five straight up books later, it seems he knew both his audience and the music. The showmanship and innate creative ability of men like Ted Turner is what's lacking in both broadcasting and the music business. Combine that with exorbitant sums of money spent on losing prospects and the picture does get grim.
I'm tired of hearing the economy used as the scapegoat for failures in a business that can, by its very nature, overcome recessions and even depressions. When the public is offered unique, quality, entertainment, whether it be a concert, a record or a film, they will buy it. In today's marketplace, the competition for that entertainment dollar simply makes the challenge to get it a bit harder. The price of a movie ticket, a record album or an evening at a video game parlor is within the reach of most consumers. But to part with that money, they must be given something they not only want, but must have. It was only a few months ago that the motion picture industry blamed both a sagging economy and cable TV for a bad summer at the box office. The record industry blames the economy, video games and home taping. And yet this summer "E.T." is setting box office records on its way to becoming the biggest money maker in movie history, helping to create business for other pictures like "ROCKY III." Journey, a band that's been together since the early 70's has racked up millions in sales with their most recent LP, "Escape," just as another veteran band, REO Speedwagon, did with "High Infidelity."

Poor showmanship, lack of ability in spotting talent, and a conservative, unimaginative business approach will not reap big profits. Only when balance is restored and the show is put back into show business will the record industry and radio find their next "E.T."

Dave Sholin, On The Record, dated 7/9/82

IT'S 1982. DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR LISTENERS ARE?

Unless you're on a remote desert island in the middle of the South Pacific (not a bad idea), your station is not alone on the radio dial. Chances are better than good that on your particular band, AM or FM, you are competing with other signals for your listener's attention.

Even an ostrich (which thinks it can hide by burying its head in the sand), has eyes which tell him or her when to hide. A programmer who thinks he or she can program in a vacuum, without considering the effects of the competition on the station's potential audience, will look more stupid than the bird.

Ron Fell, On The Record, dated 1/8/82

LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL??

Unless I'm suffering from a bad case of wishful thinking, could the next big programming trend for Album Radio be the playing of new and alternative musical styles?

A few markets are now experiencing a surge by stations playing product most GM's and Sales Managers have vicious nightmares about. Playing new music could end up as prominent a trend as past programming booms such as disco and country. Disco may be "dead," but Black stations flourish and have prospered and gained respectable shares of listeners. Ditto for Country.

Those of us who have been waiting for the avenues of exposure to open up sure hope that any current excitement ends up to be far more than just a trend.

Kent Zimmerman, On The Record, dated 7/16/82

ADULT CONTEMPORARY THE STATE OF THE FORMAT

I'm pleased to note that many of the leading labels now have Adult Contemporary specialists within their national promotion staffs. Their interest in "breaking" acts and songs A/C is at an all-time high.

When Bill Gavin coined the phrase Adult Contemporary back in the early 70's, he meant it to be a positive substitute for negative phrases like: Non-Rock or Chicken Rock. A/C is a format that delivers quality, contemporary adults. Any teens or seniors are gravy. The meat of the format is broad enough to encompass black, country and rock artists based on the merit of the song and its delivery.

Speaking for all A/C programmers, I'd like to say thanks to the record companies for the acknowledgement.

Ron Fell, On The Record, dated 7/1/83
REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT

There was no fire in the eye of the tiger.

Bloated on the budgets of the self-congratulatory seventies, record companies were losing their cat-like reflexes, losing their punch in record stores.

As a result of dwindling resources and a lessening optimism for the future, we’ve just witnessed the most severe bloodbath in the history of the record business.

More than a thousand men and women lost their jobs. The depression in the music business has taken, and will continue to take, a heavy toll.

What caused the depression? As much as some would want simple explanations, the problem is incredibly complex and multifaceted. As an observer, one who sees the impact of artistic effort manifest itself in terms of airplay, I feel the need to offer the following comments.

The heavy foot of recession in the economy has been enough to kick the breath out of the business. Record retailers, who discount heavily, operate on thin profit margins even in good times. So in tough times like these, with “return privileges” cut to 20%, retailers are buying neither as wide nor as deep as in better times.

Ten percent of the population is out of work, but probably more like 25% of the demographics most likely to purchase recorded music are unemployed.

And the competition for disposable income has never been more keen. Video games, recreational drugs, great movies and the price of gasoline all have eaten into yesterday’s recorded music allowance.

Billions of dollars have been lost because of home taping and more criminal, mass duplication and bootlegging. Legislation currently within the bowels of Congress may, someday, provide some compensation for sales and royalties lost because of blank taping, but without more immediate remedies, there won’t be much of an industry to save.

There’s no discounting the terrible impact tape duplication and the economy have had on the record business but we must come to grips with the whole picture. Tape duplication and the economy are convenient whipping boys but are merely the proverbial tip of the iceberg.

On the surface it would appear that the superstar acts in contemporary music are testing the limits of their dollar drawing potential. What we’ve seen in salary demands from professional athletes over the past decade has had its parallel in contract negotiation between artists and labels.

With six figure production costs being advanced to major artists who have trouble rolling out of bed, let alone rolling tape in their state of the art, digital studio complex, it’s no wonder there isn’t any money left to pay nine-to-five employees.

The artist who wastes precious dollars on self-indulgent artistic projects which get shelved after a millennium of studio time is killing the goose that laid the golden egg.

The cost of efficient distribution continues to skyrocket. Getting product when and where it can sell remains the least perfect link in the chain. Companies are confused by paper adds at major stations and have underestimated the impact of campus radio and clubs. Not being able to take advantage of trends serves as fair penalty for labels that don’t research the marketplace.

With major acts gobbling up the few available tour support dollars, it's becoming more and more difficult for developing acts to tour in support of their developing music. And as they say, “Out of sight, out of mind.”

With the higher retail cost of LP’s and tapes, some consumer resistance was expected. But price resistance was compounded by a growing lack of consumer confidence. Pressing quality is not what it could be and even the musical content of most albums is not as deep as in the 70’s. Charge me more for less and you’ll lose me.
The great Post-War population bubble is now beyond the traditional demographic spread which has in the past supported contemporary music. The new, younger demographic remains leaderless—no Elvis, Beatles or Stones to call their own—no music that isn't already derivative of old folks rock 'n' roll. There may be some help on the way however. Robot Rock and the bobbing heads of experimental modern music, complete with bold strokes of fashion, may give the younger core demographic its identity. If we can move out of "No Wave" and into some sort of focused format that has the potential for the trendy masses, then there is hope.

The overall passive nature of contemporary music radio encouraged some labels to look more toward alternative media. It's time to stop making heroes out of stations that are waiting breathlessly for their consultant to give the OK on the Robert Plant album. Radio's obsession with passive radio listeners forced active record buying listeners either to be passive themselves or tune-out.

The record companies have never been able to deal effectively with passive radio, which was an outgrowth of the FM explosion of the seventies. When the FM band's potential as a contemporary music medium was fully realized in the seventies, it doubled the demand for intelligent music programmers. Unfortunately, there weren't twice the intelligent, intuitive programmers available. Enter call-out research and the consultant. Exit the intuitive trailblazers, some of whom became consultants.

Radio must understand its critical role in the process of selling records. Radio is awash in programmers whose hand is out for free records, concert tickets and T-shirts. Radio should not see itself as Robin Hood—robbing the rich record companies and giving to the poor listener.

The publishing and reporting of deceptive station playlists is, at best, self-serving, short-sighted and self-destructive. Paper adds and mis-representative chart movement have eroded the faith the record industry once had in radio.

The diminution of responsibility accorded local label promotion in deference to a few independent pimps who can "deliver" the few whoring radio stations is hardly a victimless crime. It is imperative for all programmers to have a respectful, but adversary relationship with those whose interest it is to get airplay.

The consolidation within the record industry, through merger and bankruptcy, is a device of accountants and attorneys. The gains in efficiency cannot compensate for the fact that twenty labels making twenty creative decisions is a lot healthier than five labels making five creative decisions.

There is little doubt that two years from now there will be plenty of smaller independent labels. Many will rely on the remaining three or four majors for distribution, but will conceive and record the bulk of the inspiring, and yet accessible, music of the next wave.

The lay-offs, firings, mergers and bankruptcies probably are not over. More innocent and valuable people will be out of work before the dust settles. We've already seen many examples of the baby being thrown out with the bath water.

I hope you can sense from the tone of the above comments that I'm disappointed in the way things have been going for record companies the past couple of years. Everyone benefits from great music. But when the self-interest of artists, record companies and/or radio stations are catered to, the otherwise natural process of hitmaking is interrupted. This isn't the time to be silent. What are your thoughts? Where do we go from here? Ignoring any of the problems won't make them go away. It will just make them bigger.

Ron Fell
Note from Bill

This is the twenty-fifth year of The Gavin Report. During this quarter of a century, we have grown - and reported - every change in both radio and its music. As a publication devoted to providing a helpful service to radio programmers, we ourselves have introduced several innovations, not only in securing and reporting music information, but also in opening new communication bridges between radio and record people. The confidence and support of our readers, and especially of our radio correspondents, have enabled our little publication to grow and prosper through these changing times.

But there comes a point where charging times call for younger voices and insights. I had intended to retire when I reached the age of seventy-five. I thought to turn over the management of The Gavin Report to someone younger and make an active part of the contemporary scene. Now, however, our small business continues to oppose problems and responsibilities. Being an independent owner just isn’t for me. So I started looking for a new owner - someone who would safeguard the standards of integrity that I had established through the years - someone, too, with the necessary experience and dedication. This search is being written to let our readers know that my search has been rewarded.

It gives me much pleasure to announce that the new owner of The Gavin Report will be:

Bill and his staff, as well as any material consideration, we are extremely grateful.

Bill and I will maintain the integrity for which The Gavin Report is known.

Our offer to purchase and Bill’s acceptance were based on the love that exists between Bill and his staff, as well as any material consideration.

We welcome the new owner and pledge to maintain the integrity of The Gavin Report.

The Staff of The Gavin Report

Bill announces the sale of the Gavin Report

Substituting as Top 40 Editor, Bill Gavin makes Devo’s WHIP IT “Sleeper of the Week.”

This was the week The Gavin changed to an 8" x 10"
A typical Gavin from 1971

Here's one of the earliest Gavin Reports

Just look how BIG the Beatles were in 1964
1969 - Men Of The Year Award Winners - Atlanta.

Lucky Cordell

William Randolph Hearst, Jr. and Bill Gavin.

Bill Gavin and Earl McDaniel

David Geffen and Bill Gavin

L. To R. Sean Downey, Bill, Janet, and Steve Popovich
L. To R. Lucky Cordell, Ron Alexenburg, Bill Gavin, Harold Childs.

Bill and Paul Drew — Atlanta 1969.

Al Brams

Men Of The Year Awards Winners — San Francisco 1972.

L. To R. Ted Randle, Milton Berle, Bill Gavin, Anita Rodenbacheck.

Bill and Pat O'Day
John Wasserman, Elma, Lily Tomlin – June ’72.

L to R: Kent Zimmerman, David Gilmore (of Pink Floyd), Paul Rajpaper (Columbia), Steve O’Renker, Mgr. of Pink Floyd, Ron Fell, Michael Pillot (Columbia), Burt Baumgartner (Columbia). Front Center: Keith Zimmerman.

Rod Stewart & Dave Sholin

Dave with the Jacksons.
L to R: Peter Yarrow, Elmo Greer, Henry Mancini.

L to R: George Benson, Cortez Thompson, Bill Pernss., Hellars, Lisa Smith.

L to R: Lou Gramm (with Foreigner), Ron Fell, Keith Zimmerman, Kent Zimmerman, Mick Jones (with Foreigner).
Harold Childs and Russ Reagan

The Third Upper Midwest Communications Conclave-1978. Advisory Panel: L to R: Tom Kay (WJON), Doug Lee, Steve Dickoff (WEAQ), Steve Anthony (WNAX), Bill Gavin, Scott Christianson (WEAQ), Pat Devaney (KTYN), Dan Braman (KFYR), Peter McLane (KIOA), Denny Becker (Brown Inst.), Del Hull (KRNT), Bob Denver (KVOX).

Bill Gavin and Pat O'Day

Bill and Larry Utal discuss goatees.
Bill,
No Single

Person Has Done More!
"HOME OF THE ARTIST"
PLATINUM

To
The Gavin Report
for
25 years of outstanding service
to the
Radio and Record communities.
Your friends at
Chrysalis Records.

Pat Benatar
The Divinyls
Blondie Paul Black
Toni Basil
Amanda Blue
Huey Lewis And The News
John Waite
Michael Shenker
Robin Trower

Total Colelo
Fun Boy Three
Icehouse
Billy Idol
Jethro Tull
Pauline Black
Leo Kotke
Greg Lake
Spandau Ballet
Ultravox

Chrysalis

PATRON
BILL,

AFTER A QUARTER-CENTURY OF NOTHING BUT HITS...

YOU’RE STILL THE INDUSTRY’S PRIME MOVER.

GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES.

ARISTA
WE SALUTE YOU!

Bill Gavin
Dave Sholin
Lisa Smith
Elma Greer
Leslie Wing
Greg Gavin
Ron Fell
Betty Hollars
Keith Zimmerman
Kent Zimmerman
Diane Rufer
Peter Standish
BILL GAVIN

A MAJOR HIT FOR 25 YEARS

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
AND CONGRATULATIONS

TO YOU AND YOUR ENTIRE STAFF

THE RCA RECORD FAMILY

PATRON
BILL,
CONGRATULATIONS
ON A SOUND 25 YEAR RECORD
OF GREAT CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY.

RKO RADIO NETWORKS
Partners in great radio production with:

ISINC

DICK BARTLEY
PRODUCTIONS

PATRON
$\text{Something to believe in for 25 years.}$

\text{In the music business.}
Believe it.

Congratulations to the entire Gavin Organization.

From Columbia Records.
Congratulations to Bill Gavin on 25 great years, from your friends at MCA DISTRIBUTING CORP.
PolyGram Records
Salutes
the
GAVIN REPORT
25 years of leadership and success

*What A Feeling*

PolyGram Records
Give the gift of music.
Congratulations

to

The Gavin Report

from the

Motown Record Corporation
MCA RECORDS

CONGRATULATES
BIL GAVIN ON 25 YEARS
OF DEDICATION TO THE MUSIC
AND RADIO INDUSTRIES, AND HIS
ONGOING COMMITMENT TO
MAINTAINING STANDARDS OF
INTEGRITY

25th year
The Gavin Report
The Gavin Report's Silver Anniversary—

A Tribute To 25 Years Of Sterling Performance.

Congratulations From
The Artists and Staff
Black/Dance Music
Warner Bros. Records
"Men Of The Year" Awards Since 1964—R&B Category

1964
General Manager: Frank Ward, WWRL—New York
Program Director: Dick Harvey, WHAT—Philadelphia
Music Director: Rocky Groco, WWRL—New York
Disc Jockey: Georgie Woods, WDAS—Philadelphia

1965
General Manager: Frank Ward, WWRL—New York
Program Director: Ed Wright, WABQ—Cleveland
Music Director: Burke Johnson, WAOK—Atlanta
Disc Jockey: E. Rodney Jones, WVON—Chicago

1966
General Manager: Frank Ward, WWRL—New York
Program Director: Lucky Cordell, WVON—Chicago
Music Director: Merv Wyker, WWRL—New York
Disc Jockey: Paul Johnson, WWJL—Detroit

1967
General Manager: Frank Ward, WWRL—New York
Program Director: Lucky Cordell, WVON—Chicago
Music Director: John Hardy, KDIA—Oakland/San Francisco
Disc Jockey: E. Rodney Jones, WVON—Chicago

1968
General Manager: Lucky Cordell, WVON—Chicago
Program Director: Jerry Boulding, WWRL—New York
Music Director: Ernie Durham, WJLB—Detroit
Disc Jockey: Paul Johnson, WWJL—Detroit
Record Executive of the Year: Al Bell, Stax/Volt Records
R&B Promotion Man of the Year: Henry Allen, Atlantic/Atco Records

1969
General Manager: Lucky Cordell, WVON—Chicago
Program Director: Jerry Boulding, WWRL—New York
Music Director: Ernie Durham, WJLB—Detroit
Disc Jockey: Joe Cobb, WVON—Chicago
Radio Station of the Year: Cecil Holmes, Buddah Records

1970
General Manager: Lucky Cordell, WVON—Chicago
Program Director: Jerry Boulding, WWRL—New York
Music Director: E. Rodney Jones, WVON—Chicago
Disc Jockey: Joe Cobb, WVON—Chicago

1971
General Manager: Dr. Wendell Cox, WCBL—Detroit
Program Director: Jerry Boulding, WWRL—New York
Music Director: Norma Pannella, WWRL—New York
Disc Jockey: Jerry "B", WWRL—New York
R&B Promotion Man of the Year: Cecil Holmes, Buddah Records
Radio Station of the Year: WWRL—New York

1972
Distinguished Service Award: Al Bell, Stax/Volt Records
Curtis Mayfield, Curtom Records
Radio Station: WVON—Chicago
Professional Excellence Awards: Al Jefferson, WWJL—Baltimore
Ron Moseley, Sussex Records

1974
General Manager: Harry & Dick Novick, WBLS—New York
Program Director: Jim Maddox, KDAY—Los Angeles
Music Director: Don MacK, KDAY—Los Angeles
Disc Jockey: Bobby Bennett, WOL—Washington
Radio Station of the Year: WBLS—New York
National R&B Promotion: Cecil Holmes, Casablanca Records

Only in the field of rhythm and blues can our American music be considered truly creative. Producers like Berry Gordy, Berry Gordy, and Techa Wilding continue to move forward with the times. As a result, more and more of the R&B entries are selling to pop record buyers.

Bill Gavin "On The Record" 4-11-64

WHAT YOU DON'T PLAY CAN HURT YOU

A few weeks back, while taking a call on the phone from a young Midwest programmer, I noted that of his 45-50 record list, none had black artists. This programmer had consciously avoided all records available to him that were recorded by black artists. When I asked him if records like the Lionel Richie or Michael Jackson had a chance on his station's list, he said "probably not," since there were few blacks living in his marketplace. How absurd it is to rationalize one's music policy based on such an absurd premise.

I suppose, at some point in the young programmer's career, someone will tell him about the success of Motown in the "less enlightened" sixties, and the influence of Chuck Berry, Muddy Waters, Ray Charles, Nat King Cole, James Brown, Sam Cooke, Duke Ellington and hundreds more who have made American popular music. The Beatles and The Rolling Stones openly admit their respect for the heritage of American black musicians and it didn't hurt their careers.

Some black artists may indeed be making music for the exclusive enjoyment of other blacks, but a programmer need only look to our Top 40 A/C charts for hit records by black artists which have crossed over to non-black audiences to earn their stripes. And yet there's some misguided kid out there who redraws a hit record without "rationalizing." It's woeful. "It's hopeless." "It's unconscionable," he'll say. But let's try to place this in proper perspective.

To put it simply, nearly all programmers in singles-oriented pop radio are color-blind, but my patience is wearing thin with those narrow-minded persons out there who are still denying their listeners the opportunity to hear some of the best music available.

Ron Fell 11-12-82

"Ron, we as communicators of a colorless medium appreciate your stand and maybe through efforts of people like yourself, radio will see the reality that 'Black' and 'White' music can co-exist and generate some income on a mass appeal level. We can only hope.”

Quincy Jones & Ed Eckstine, Quest Records 11-26-82

from an article in Rolling Stone Rock Radio: a case of racism? 12-9-82
CONGRATULATIONS!
BILL GAVIN
FOR 25 YEARS
OF SUCCESS

KHJ-AM
Rick Scarry, P.D.

WROR-FM
Gary Berkowitz, P.D.

WAXY-FM
Rick Shaw, P.D.

WFYR-FM
Jack Kelly

KRTH-FM
Bob Hamilton, O.M.
& National Music
Director

WRKS-FM
Barry Mayo, P.D.

KFRC-AM
Gerry Cagle, P.D.

RKO V RADIO
Bill and Staff:

Congratulations on the 25th year!

The Gavin Report

Backstreet MCA RECORDS
© 1983 BackstreetUMCA Records, Inc.
To Bill, all of us at Radio & Records, especially Bob, John, Joel, Nina, Jim and Dwight, who have reported to you over the years, wish you

The Best of Everything

RADIO & RECORDS
Bill,

Congratulations on 25 years.

With love

and

appreciation

Quincy Jones

and the artist and staff of

[Qwest Records logo]

and

[Quincy Jones Productions logo]
Here's to twenty-five more great ears.
Thanks, Bill

NIGHTMARE, INC.
AND THE ENTIRE JOURNEY FAMILY
SALUTE
THE GAVIN REPORT
ON ITS
25th ANNIVERSARY

Congratulations Bill Gavin
and all the folks at
One Embarcadero Center
CONGRATULATIONS FROM

OUTLET BROADCASTING

KIQQ-FM
LOS ANGELES, CA

WDBO-AM
WDBO-FM
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

WSNE-FM
TAUTON-PROVIDENCE
RHODE ISLAND

WQRS-FM
DETROIT, MICH.

WTOP-AM
WASHINGTON, D.C.

WIOQ-FM
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Thank you for being a staple of San Francisco’s Proud Musical Past. We wish you continuous success in the next 25 years.

pablo Cruise

Huey Lewis
AND THE NEWS
THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES

FROM

610 KFRC
SAN FRANCISCO

CONGRATULATIONS TO ANOTHER SAN FRANCISCO INSTITUTION...

JEFFERSON STARSHIP
LOVES THE GAVIN REPORT

G E N R E
A distinctive class or category of literary composition

A R T
Skill in performance acquired by experience, study, observation, or knack

V A N G U A R D
One who is in the forefront

I N T E G R I T Y
State or quality of being honest

N O T A B L E
Worthy of note or notice, remarkable, distinguished

The Gavin Report reflects all the qualities of the man it’s named after. Congratulations Bill on your first 25 years.

LOVES THE GAVIN REPORT

THANKS FOR 25 YEARS OF INTEGRITY

BILL GRAHAM MANAGEMENT
SANTANA
EDDIE MONEY
"HERE'S TO THE NEXT 'HEAVY' 25"

LENNY BRONSTEIN

HEAVY LENNY PROMOTIONS

THANKS!
DON GRAHAM

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 25TH.
FROM THE STAFF OF MORE MUSIC PROGRAMMING.
HERE'S TO 25 MORE.
JAY STEVENS

Congratulations on a successful 25 years and here's to 25 more.
BOBBY POE'S POP MUSIC SURVEY

CONGRATULATIONS FROM

HitRadio 96
WHTX - FM STEREO

1250/WTAE
MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION!
PITTSBURGH, PA

FRIENDS OF RADIO

KEVIN METHENY
MIKE BROCHETTA
PROMOTIONS

TOM ADAMS
JIM SHUH
THE ELECTRIC WEENIE
TRAC RECORDS

GEORGE FISCHOFF
PAUL GALLIS
MICHAEL O'SHEA
WSTP RADIO

MARK JOHNSON
ROCKPOOL

BILL

Thank you for your foresight and integrity which makes all of us look good.
Congratulations on 25 years of excellence. Keep up your tradition as being the most trusted name in radio. Happy 25th!!

The Staff of
WDMP-FM 108
Cleveland

“With utmost respect and all good wishes for continued success,

CHUCK AND SHIRLEY THAGARD”

Congratulations on your first 25 years of well respected leadership and well deserved success.

DEE DEE LANG

Thanks Bill,
Your 25 year contribution has put an indelible stamp on our industry. It’s one that stands for integrity, leadership and foresight.

Your friends at

BILL GAVIN,
You have been more than a positive force in my career. You have enriched my life!

BILL YOUNG
Houston, Texas
(713) 783-3422

From All Your Friends At

GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS
BILL GAVIN
...A 'Gentleman' who gave a fresh
meaning to the word.
Thanks for fond memories...and
great stories.
DANNY DAVIS
RECORD TIME

Bill,
Congratulations on your 25th.
All Gallico Music

BILL, OUR VERY BEST KAYE-SMITH RADIO

Best Wishes from

JOHNNY MATHIS
And the gang at Rojon
GEORGE, MAXINE, ROBERT, AND RAY

Congratulations On 25 Great Years. Best Of Luck For The
Next 25.
CHUCK SOUTHCOTT
SOUTHCOTT PRODUCTIONS

We Love You Bill

The Gary Owens Finsters

Congratulations On Your 25th Anniversary And Best Wishes For Many More.

Tom Hayden & Associates

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 25TH
HOWIE GOODMAN & GOODCHOICE PRODUCTIONS

Congratulations Bill on your 25 years and good luck to the new regime.
A Friend
Paul Pieretti


**MEN OF THE YEAR**

**AWARDS SINCE 1960**

1960
Radio Man of the Year
Gordon McLendon, president, McLendon Stations

1961
Radio Man of the Year
Chuck Blore, Crowell-Collier, Los Angeles
Program Director
Les Stern, KGO, San Francisco
Disc Jockeys
Top 40: Dick Bond, WLS, Chicago
Non-Rock: Pete Myers, WNEW-New York
TV: Buddy Deane, WJZ-TV, Baltimore

Music Director
Top 40: Neil McIntyre, WHK, Cleveland
Non-Rock: Julie Rezzo, KMPC, Los Angeles
Record Man of the Year
Bob Skaff, Liberty (for national promotion)

1962
Radio Man of the Year (five-way tie)
Ralph Beaudine, General Manager, WLS, Chicago
Gordon McLendon, president, McLendon stations
Jack Thyer, general manager, WHK, Cleveland
San Holman, program director, WBAM, New York
Harvey Glascoc, general manager, WIP, Philadelphia

Music Director
Top 40: Jim Hawthorne, KFWB, Los Angeles
Non-Rock: Varner Paulsen, WNEW, New York
Disc Jockey
Top 40: Dick Bondi, WLS, Chicago
Non-Rock: Jack Carney, KSFO-San Francisco

Record Man of the Year
Bob Skaff, Liberty (for national promotion)

1963
Radio Man of the Year
Dick Smith, program director, WORC, Worcester

Program Director
Top 40: Ruth Meyer, WMCA, New York
Non-Rock: Varner Paulsen, WNEW, New York
Disc Jockey
Top 40 (tie): B. Mitchell Reed, WMCA, New York
Joey Reynolds, WBQ, Buffalo
Non-Rock: William B. Williams, WNEW, New York

Music Director
Top 40: Bertha Porter, WDRC, Hartford
Non-Rock: Gertie Katzman, WNEW, New York
Record Man of the Year
Joe Smith, Warner Bros. (for national promotion)

1964
Radio Man of the Year
Pat O'Day, program director, KJR, Seattle

General Manager
Top 40: Clint Churchill, KYA, San Francisco
Non-Rock: Harvey Glascoc, WIP, Philadelphia
R&B: Frank Ward, WWR-L, New York

Program Director
Top 40: Pat O'Day, KJR, Seattle
Non-Rock: Dick Carr, WIP, Philadelphia
C&W: Chris Lane, KAYO, Seattle
R&B: Dick Harvey, WHAT, Philadelphia

Music Director
Top 40: Bertha Porter, WDRC, Hartford
Non-Rock: Gertie Katzman, WNEW, New York

Record Man of the Year
Jerry Wexler, Atlantic-Atco Records (Executive)

1965
Radio Man of the Year
Chris Lane, WJJD, Chicago

General Manager
Top 40: Kent Burkhardt, WQXI, Atlanta
Non-Rock: Harvey Glascoc, WNEW, New York
C&W: George Dubin, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: Frank Ward, WWR-L, New York

Program Director
Top 40: Pat O'Day, KJR, Seattle
Non-Rock: Dick Carr, WIP, Philadelphia

Music Director
Top 40: Bertha Porter, WDRC, Hartford
Non-Rock: Jack Carney, KSFO-San Francisco
C&W: John Trotter, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: E. Rodney Jones, WVON, Chicago

Record Man of the Year
Joe Smith, Warner Bros. (major label)
Danny Davis, Phillies (independent label)

1966
Radio Man of the Year
Gertie Katzman, WNEW, New York

General Manager
Top 40: Gene Taylor, WLS, Chicago
Non-Rock: Harvey Glascoc, WNEW, New York
C&W: George Dubin, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: Frank Ward, WWR-L, New York

Program Director
Top 40: Pat O'Day, KJR, Seattle
Non-Rock: Dick Carr, WIP, Philadelphia
C&W: Chris Lane, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: Lucky Cordell, WVON, Chicago

Music Director
Top 40: Joe Rogers, WMCA, New York
Non-Rock: Gertie Katzman, WNEW, New York
C&W: Chris Lane, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: Marty Wolker, WWR-L, New York

Disc Jockey
Top 40: Don Steele, KJL, Los Angeles
Non-Rock: Gary Owen, KMPC, Los Angeles
C&W: Biff Collins, KFOX, Long Beach
R&B: Paul Johnson, WWJIN, Baltimore

Record Man of the Year
Jerry Wexler, Atlantic-Atco Records (Executive)

1967
Radio Man of the Year
Kenneth Palmer, general manager, KIMN-Denver

General Manager
Top 40: Kent Burkhardt, WQXI, Atlanta
Non-Rock: Harvey Glascoc, WNEW, New York
C&W: George Dubin, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: Frank Ward, WWR-L, New York

Program Director
Top 40: Paul Drew, CJKL, Detroit
Non-Rock: Richard Carr, WIP, Philadelphia
C&W: Chris Long, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: Lucky Cordell, WVON, Chicago

Music Director
Top 40: Joe Bugatt, WMCA, New York
Non-Rock: Gottie Katzman, WNEW, New York
C&W: Lee Arnold, WJZ, Newark
R&B: John Hands, KFIA, Oakland
Disc Jockey
Top 40: Don Steele, KFI, Los Angeles
Non-Rock: William B. Williams, WNEW, New York
C&W: John Trotten, WJJD, Chicago
R&B: E. Rodney Jones, WVON-Chicago
Record Man of the Year
Jerry Weider, Atlantic Records (Executive)
Don Graham, A&M Records (National Promotion)

1968
Radio Station of the Year
WLS, Chicago

Station Manager
Top 40: Kent Burkart, WQXI, Atlanta
Non-Rock: William Shat, KSFO, San Francisco
C&W: Dan McKanan, KSON, San Diego
R&B: Lucky Cordell, WVON, Chicago
Smaller Market Man of the Year
Jack Gale, WAYS, Charlotte

Program Director
Top 40: Buzz Bennett, WTX, New Orleans
Non-Rock: Alan Hadlen, WP, Philadelphia
C&W: Chris Low, WIL, St. Louis
R&B: John Hands, KFIA, Oakland
Music Director
Top 40: Joe Bugatt, WMCA, New York
Non-Rock: Gottie Katzman, WNEW, New York
C&W: Lee Arnold, WJZ, Newark
R&B: Ernie Durham, WJLB, Michigan
Disc Jockey
Top 40: Tom Shannon, CKW, Detroit
Non-Rock: Gary Owens, KMPC, Los Angeles
C&W: Bill Callee, KFOX, Long Beach
R&B: E. Rodney Jones, WVON, Chicago
Record Company of the Year
Atlantic Records

Record Executive of the Year
Jerry Weider, Atlantic Records

A&R Men of the Year
Top 40: Jerry Fuller, Columbia
Non-Rock: Burt Bacharach, Independent
C&W: Chuck Atkins, RCA
R&B: Tom Dowd, Atlantic, Atco

National Promotion Man of the Year
Don Graham, A&M Records
R&B Promotion Man of the Year
Henry Allen, Atlantic Records

C&W Promotion Man of the Year
Wade Pepper, Capitol Records

1969
Radio Station of the Year
WCCO, Minneapolis

Smaller Market Man of the Year
Jim Dunnport, WAYS, Charlotte

Progressive FM Man of the Year
Allen Shan, WBBC/FM, New York

Station Manager
Top 40: Ken Palmer, KMNN, Denver
Non-Rock: Richard Caro, WP, Philadelphia
C&W: Herb Gillenleeck, WPLO, Atlanta
R&B: Lucky Cordell, WVON, Chicago

Program Director
Top 40: John Rook, WLS, Chicago
Non-Rock: Tony Taylor, WP, Philadelphia
C&W: Chris Long, KEGO, San Jose
R&B: Jerry Boulding, WWOL, New York

Music Director
Top 40: Art Roberts, WLS, Chicago

Non-Rock: Dean Tyler, WIP, Philadelphia
C&W: Lee Arnold, WJZ, Newark
R&B: Ernie Durham, WJLB, Detroit

Disc Jockey
Top 40: Robert W. Morgan, KHJ, Los Angeles
Non-Rock: Gary Owens, KMPC, Los Angeles
C&W: Ralph Emer, WSM, Nashville
R&B: Paul Johnson, WWIN, Baltimore

Record Company of the Year
CBS-Columbia

Record Executive of the Year
Al Bell, executive vice president, Stax-Volt Records

Producer of the Year
Chips Moman, independent

National Promotion Man of the Year
Annie Blane, RCA

R&B Promotion Man of the Year
Cecil Holmes, Buddah Records

C&W Promotion Man of the Year
Wade Pepper, Capitol Records

1970

STATION MANAGERS
Pat O'Day, KJR-Seattle (Top 40)
Elma Ellis, WSB-Atlanta (Rockless)
Lucky Cordell, WVON-Chicago (R&B)

Dino Nelson, WIRE-Indiapolis (Country)
Woods Roberts, KTSA-San Antonio (Smaller Mkt.)

MUSIC DIRECTORS
Paul Chrest, WCLF-Chicago (Top 40)
Dean Tyler, WIP-Philadelphia (Rockless)
E. Rodney Jones, WVON-Chicago (R&B)

Bill Robinson, WIRE-Indiapolis (Country)
Bob Sherwood, KROY-Sacramento (Smaller Mkt.)

GROUP OWNERSHIPS
Kent Burkart, Pacific-Southern-Executive
Ken Duce, McLendon Stations-Program Supervisor

RECORD EXECUTIVE
Barney Alex-Tama Motown

RHYTHM & BLUES
Cecil Holmes, Buddah

RECORD COMPANY
Columbia (Clive Davis, President)

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
Sebastian Sams, WCO/OFM-New York (Top 40)
Russ Barnett, KMPC-Los Angeles (Rockless)

Jerry Boulding, WWRL-New York (R&B)

Larry Scott, WIL-St. Louis (Country)
Pat McManus, KIRZ-Phoenix (Smaller Market)

DISC JOCKEYS
George Michael, WFIL-Philadelphia (Top 40)

Wally Phillips, WGN-Chicago (Rockless)

Joe Cobb, WVON-Chicago (R&B)

Corky Maysberry, KBQQ-Burbank (Country)

Gary Burbank, WAKY-Louisville (Smaller Mkt.)

FM MAN-OF-THE-YEAR
Bill "Rosko" Mentz, WNEW/FM-New York

NATIONAL PROGRAM CONSULTANT
Bill Drake, Drisk-Chenaunt

NATIONAL PROMOTION
Ron Alexander, Columbia Records

COUNTRY MUSIC
Wade Pepper, Capitol Records

WORLD WIDE MARKET
KILT-Houston (Richard Rosenfeld, Mgr.)
1971

RECORDING INDUSTRY
Record Company: Atlantic/Atco
Record Executive: Jerry Moss, president, A&M
National Promotion Man: Barry Gross, ABC/Dunhill
C&W Promotion Man: Wade Pepper, Capitol
R&B Promotion Man: Cecil Holmes, Buddah

RADIO
Station of the Year: WFLW-Philadelphia
Top 40 Station: WFIL-Philadelphia
Non-Rock Station: WCCO-Minneapolis
C&W Station: KFDI-Wichita
R&B Station: WJW-Cleveland
Progressive FM Station: WDAS/FM-Philadelphia
Radio Executive of the Year: Harold Neal, ABC
Recognition Award: Gordon McLendon, McLendon Stns.

STATION MANAGER OF THE YEAR
Top 40: Dickie Rosenfeld, KILT, Houston
Non-Rock: Jim Hilliard, WIBC-Indianapolis
C&W: Don Nelson, WIRE, Indianapolis
R&B: Dr. Wendell Cox, WCBH, Detroit
Progressive FM: Willie Duff, KSAN, San Francisco
Small Market: Jim Davenport, WWFM, Marietta, GA

PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR
Top 40: Buzz Bennett, KCBC-San Diego
Non-Rock: Chuck Southcut, KGIL-San Fernando
C&W: Bill Bailey, KIKK, Houston
R&B: Jerry Bonding, WWRL, New York
Progressive FM: Scott Moni, WNEW, New York
Small Market: Joe Sullivan, WMAK, Nashville

MUSIC DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR
Top 40: Chuck Brimley, KQV, Pittsburgh
Non-Rock: Elma Green, KSFO, San Francisco
C&W: Ron Rice, KBOX, Dallas
R&B: Norma Pittelli, WWRL, New York
Progressive FM: Chris Grev, WEBN, Cincinnati
Small Market: Mike Randell, WBBQ, Augusta, GA

DISC JOCKEY OF THE YEAR
Top 40: Larry Lujack, WLS, Chicago
Non-Rock: J. P. McCarthy, WJR, Detroit
C&W: Arch Young, KIKK, Houston
R&B: Jerry "B" Bell, WWRL, New York
Progressive FM: Stephen Pomek, KSAN-San Francisco
Small Market: Gary Buehner, WKY-Louisville

1972

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
Ron Alzenburg, Epic/CBS Custom Labels
Bill Billance, KGBS-Los Angeles
Al Bell, Stax-Volt Records
Harold Childs, A&M Records
Clive Davis, Columbia Records
Elmo Ellis, WBLS-Atlanta
John Hammond, Columbia Records
Curtis Mayfield, Curtom Records
Jack McGee, KCBC-San Diego
Joe Smith, Warner Bros. Records
Dean Tyler, WIP-Philadelphia
Larry Utech, Bell Records
Jerry Wexler, Atlantic-Atco Records
George Wilson, Barratt Broadcasting
Bill Young, KILT-Houston
Radio Station WDIA-Memphis
Radio Station WIRE-Indianapolis
Radio Station WVOX-Chicago

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Henry Allen, Atlantic-Atco Records
Mike Caro, MGM Records
LaVerne Drake, KNBR-San Francisco
George Harrison, Apple Records
Robert Hooke, WHOO-Orlando
Al Jefferson, WWIN-Baltimore

Bruce Johnson, RKO-General Radio Division
George Klein, WHBO-Memphis
Summa Mendenh, KJIX-Los Angeles
Ron Mondes, Sussex Records
Charles Mandock, WLW-Cincinnati
Elliot Nesim, WIOD-Miami
Mo Ostin, Warner Bros. Records
Jim Phillips, KHEV-El Paso
Steve Popovich, Columbia Records
Tess Russell, KMPC-Los Angeles
Ron Seul, Warner Bros.-Reprise Records
Billy Sherill, Columbia/Epic Records
Matt Singer, ABC-Dunhill Records
Rick Sloan, WABC-New York
Jack Thouven, WGAR-Cleveland
Radio Station KJRB-Spokane
Radio Station KLOS/FM-Los Angeles
Radio Station WIST-Charlotte
Radio Station WDKA-FM-Nashville

BILL GAVIN PERSONAL AWARDS
Chuck Bode
George Burns
Tom Donahue
Scat Morten Donnay Jr.
Bob Fraid

1974

Station Managers of the Year
Top 40 Radio
Dickie Rosenfeld, KILT-Houston
Country Music Radio
Don N. Nelson, WIRE-Indianapolis
Medium Market Radio
Stan & Sue Kaplan, WAYS-Charlotte
Adult Contemporary Radio
Stanley L. Spero, KMPC-Los Angeles
Black Radio
Harry & Dick Nunie, WBLS-New York
Smaller Market Radio
James A. Davenport, III, WWFM-Marietta

Disc Jockeys of the Year
Top 40 Radio
Barry Katz, KILT-Houston
Country Music Radio
Donahue Day, WDEE-Detroit
Medium Market Radio
Christopher Haze, for his work at XEROK-El Paso
Adult Contemporary Radio
Gary Owens, KMPC-Los Angeles
Black Radio
Bob Fraid, WBLS-Washington
Smaller Market Radio
Buddy Bennett, WBLS-Washington

Radio Stations of the Year
Top 40 Radio
KILT-Houston
Country Music Radio
KHEV-El Paso
Medium Market Radio
WAYS-Charlotte
Adult Contemporary Radio
WIP-Philadelphia
Black Radio
WBLS-New York
Smaller Market Radio
WWHY-Montgomery

Program Directors of the Year
Top 40 Radio
Bill Young, KILT-Houston
Country Music Radio
Buddy Bennett, WBLS-Washington

RADIO
Medium Market Radio
John Randolph, WAKY-Louisville
Adult Contemporary Radio
Dean Tyler, WIP-Philadelphia
Black Radio
Jim Maddox, KDAY-Santa Monica
Smaller Market Radio
Guy Paul, KSLY-San Luis Obispo

Music Directors of the Year
Top 40 Radio
Dave Sholin, KFRC-San Francisco
Country Music Radio
Bruce Nelson, KENR-Houston
Medium Market Radio
Mike St. John, WERC-Birmingham
Adult Contemporary Radio
LaVerne Drake, KNBR-San Francisco
Black Radio
Don Mac, KDAY-Santa Monica
Smaller Market Radio
Mike Welch, KIOA-Des Moines

Special Radio Awards
Station Commercial Production
KILT-Houston, Producers: Bill Young and John Young

Honorable Mention
KHOW-Denver
Honorable Mention
KDAY-Santa Monica

Record Company Awards
Record Executive
Russ Regan, 20th Century Records
National Country Promotion
Larry Baunach, Dot Records
Regional Promotion
Bud O'Shea, Epic Records
National Promotion Executive
Harold Childs, A&M Records
National Rhythm & Blues Promotion
Cecil Holmes, Casablanca Records
Multi-Label Promotion
Lu Fields, Los Angeles

Bill Gavin's Personal Awards
Radio Station of the Year
WMC-Memphis
Record Company of the Year
A&M Records

Tom Donahue makes a point to Bill.
As any radio junkie will readily admit, there ain't no memories like those hours spent glued to our favorite stations, hearing the music and the jocks that got us turned on to this crazy and wonderful business. My very first contact with a then all new format called Top 40, came in the mid-fifties, growing up in Redwood City on the San Francisco peninsula. Small towns like ours and San Jose farther to the south seemed to grow overnight, as thousands of people, many of them ex-servicemen of WW II, left other parts of the country to settle in the perfect climate of California. It didn't take long for me and the rest of my baby-boom buddies to discover a new phenomenon that had our parents climbing the walls... Rock 'N' Roll. The adults had KSFQ and Don Sherwood, KNBC (later to become KNBR) and Doug Pledger playing Sinatra, Julie London, Patti Page and assorted network programming. But we were on to something new, way down at the other end of the dial... KYA at 1260 and KOBY at 1550. KYA was rockin' in those days with Jim Hawthorne as Program Director and under the guidance of a musical consultant by the name of Bill Gavin. It was Bill who introduced a music rotation system, the first of its kind on any Top 40 station. Requests were asked for and researched, and the station used the slogan "the station that listens to people". But it was KOBY, pronounced KO-BEE, that won the battle for our ears. They even proclaimed it on their large 8 X 10 printed surveys and on their I.D.'s... "Rated #1 by Hooper". KOBY was Top 40... 40 records with a few extras and their "pick hit of the week", heard once or twice on every show. And there were shows with jocks like Bobby Beers, Ted Rogers (later to change his name to Ted Randal) and Jim Wayne (Jim Price, now GM of KCNN & KGB/FM-San Diego). Folding my newspapers in the hot afternoon sun, I listened intently as Jim would count down the new chart each week from forty to one. A format a little over a year old didn't have very many oldies. It was the "Hot Hits" format of today. KOBY's studios were in the Bellevue Hotel, later to move over to 340 Mason Street, but their transmitter was on the Peninsula, off Highway 101 in San Mateo. As a kid I always thought that's where the jocks were "til I got a chance to go to the "City" and see one in person! I was too young to know why my friends and I liked KOBY better than KYA... we just did. Today I'd chalk it up to a better music list and a much tighter sound. But KOBY's days were numbered when new competition came into town, this time from across the bay in Oakland. It was Chuck Blore's memorable creation, "Color Radio" on the air at KEWB. It didn't take long for Channel 9 to go from challenger to champion in the battle to grab the fickle teen audience that was Top 40's mainstay in those early days. The time was ripe for something new, as Picks of the Week became Disc-coveries, the famous Color Radio jingle package, exciting new promotions, a great jock line-up that featured Chris Borden, Buck Herring, Casey Kasem, Gary Owens, Bobby Dale, Robert W. Morgan, and The Real Don Steele. In addition, the inevitable stealing from across the street came as some of KOBY's better air talent joined up with KEWB. KOBY never regained their former position in the market, but KEWB's problems were far from over. Remember KYA? Though they were never a powerhouse in the mid- and late 50's, they most certainly were an alternative that everyone was familiar with. Owned by Bartell, KYA had Seamus O'Hara in morning drive, followed by Jim Stagg (later to go to Chicago), and Johnny Raven (Les Stein) who would later change his name to Les Crane and become a talk show host on KGO and have a late night ABC-TV show opposite Johnny Carson. A big promotion ushered in Peter Tripp, known as The Curly Headed Kid In The Third Row, and a jock named Lucky Logan took dedications at night. Oddly enough, Lucky Logan changed his name to Norman Davis while still at KYA. Imagine my surprise hearing the same jock on the same station and seeing his same picture on the weekly printed music survey go from Lucky Logan to Norman Davis overnight! A former secretary at KYA named Sue Thompson would make him famous forever recording a hit tune about "Norman". How long was the playlist? To match their frequency of 1260, KYA decided on the "Swingin' 60's... 60 records plus extras. The station did its share of promotion, but it wasn't until Bartell sold KYA that a new era was born. From upstate New York entered Clint Churchill, whose father had owned successful radio properties, and now it was his turn. Churchill came into town with a game plan that proved to be unbeatable. The playlist was cut in half, 30 records, almost unheard of in the early 60's. But most of all, the station had a jock staff that defined what personality was all about. For a time, morning drive was handled by a fella who would re-appear in the market some years later... Bill Drake. His tight and bright approach was evident, even then, as a jock and P.D. But while the P.D.'s at KYA during that period had the title and some influence on programming, it was Churchill who made the moves and the big decisions. One by one the talent began to appear from...
the East, most from Syracuse and Buffalo, New York, where Churchill had become familiar with their ability: Tommy Saunders, Russ "The Mouse" Syracuse, and "Emperor" Gene Nelson, whose morning numbers rivaled those of MOR kingpin Don Sherwood at KSFO.

But topping the list of that all-star line-up were two names that will forever be linked together by the hundreds of thousands of us who grew up listening to them, Tom Donahue and Bobby Mitchell. Brought in from Philly under the old Bartell regime by then-P.D. Les Stein, Donahue and Mitchell were the first to give the city a real taste of great R&B, much of which had been previously ignored. Those of us who got to hear Bobby in afternoon drive, followed by Tom doing early evenings, can only consider ourselves lucky. They epitomized what being musically hip on the air was supposed to sound like, combined with sarcastic wit and humor. By never talking down to the audience and offering entreeenment, KYA's listener loyalty was unshakable. Donahue & Mitchell made themselves richer, and KYA stronger, filling the huge Cow Palace to capacity three to four times a year, with rock 'n' roll extravaganzas, featuring no less than 20 acts, most with hits on the charts at the time. By the fall of 1964, KYA's line-up was changing. The new cast included Tony Bogg (later to become Figg), Johnny Holliday, Ed Hider, Mike Clevy and others. Churchill kept finding the talent and coming up with the promotions. All was well until that former KYA employee we talked about earlier returned to San Francisco... of course, it was Bill Drake. With his "Boss Radio" format already a hit at KSTN-Stockton, KYNO-Fresno, and KHJ-Los Angeles, Drake entered the market with the best signal a Top 40 station had ever had in San Francisco at 610-KFRC. Their poorly rated, old line MOR format never came close to touching neighboring KSFO at 560 as a ratings winner. They did make an abortive attempt to go Top 40 in the early sixties that lasted no more than a couple of months. Under Jack Thayer's management, a new staff was brought in, but listener complaints and advertisers' unhappiness made that changed format a short-lived attempt. Now, years later, RKO General, bolstered by Boss Radio's success at KHJ, with Drake at the helm and Tom Rounds in as its first P.D., KFRC proceeded to duplicate those LA numbers in San Francisco, minus the Boss Radio logo. They chose instead to dub it "The Big 610", with the same basic formatic ingredients. KYA had virtually owned the Top 40 audience in the Bay Area up to that time. KEWB fought a losing battle for years and NBC-owned KNBR under Mike Joseph made a short lived effort to go Top 40 for a few months, just before KFRC made the transition, but quickly dropped the idea. While KYA's personalities were talking at will and running overly long jingles, KFRC played the hits, brought in fresh, young, energetic jocks who said everything over records intro's, punctuated by shotgun logos that lasted no more than 4-5 seconds. It was more music and it got more listeners very, very quickly. Meanwhile, Clint Churchill cleverly took his winnings and split, selling KYA to Avco Broadcasting. But Avco had little hope of stemming the rush of rock's faithful who, almost overnight, became acquainted with new names like Mike Phillips, Jay Stevens, Howard Clark, Dale Dorman, Glen Adams and others who kept the hits and the big contests comin'. Oddly enough, Bobby Mitchell had left town to end up at...KHJ, under the name Bobby Tripp. Tom Donahue was still in the city, preparing to unveil a new format on FM that would eventually shake Top 40's very foundation...progressive "underground" radio. KYA meanwhile brought in Dick Starr from WFUN in Miami to overhaul an ailing dinosaur. But other than some fairly large teen numbers, Starr and later Julian Breen couldn't put KYA back on top against the Drake onslaught and programmers like Les Turpin, Ted Atkins, and Paul Drew. KFRC and other Top 40 giants had to fight the growing numbers being racked up by FM'er's led by Tom Donahue's maverick KMPX and then KSAN. When the programming reins at KFRC switched from Paul Drew to Sebastian Stone, The Big 610 along with other "Dance" and Top 40 stations were attempting to thwart the growing fractionalization of their audience. Up to that time, KFRC never deviated from a policy of playing hit singles exclusively. Counterprogramming the fairly new FM progressive format, a decision was made to include some old and new album cuts in the mix of KFRC's playlist. It proved to have disastrous results. KYA, still the only other Top 40 in town, stayed on course, but a dated sound and a poor signal prevented them from making any meaningful increases. By the Spring of 1973 Bill Drake had stepped down as RKO Radio's Head of Programming, replaced by KFRC's former P.D Paul Drew. KFRC was now under the new management of G.M. Pat Norman. During this time a Top 40 station in Dallas, KNUS, was putting the heat on longtime market leader KLIF. This caught the attention of Drew and Norman, and shortly thereafter the program director of KNUS, Hal Martin, was in San Francisco as P.D.
of KFRC. He soon became known by his real name—Michael Spears. After studying the market and the competition, Norman, Drew and Spears made a concerted effort to return KFRC to a more traditional Top 40 approach. But no other force, then or since, would prove to be more important to KFRC’s success than the hiring of a new morning man from WFIL in Philadelphia—Dr. Don Rose. Though many believed the San Francisco market was far too hip for the Dr.’s act, he proved otherwise, as he celebrates his 10th anniversary at KFRC this October, continuing to rack up awesome numbers book after book. In late 1973 I left KLIV in San Jose to join KFRC as music director and weekend air talent. It was a period of restructuring and remodeling as KFRC positioned itself as a Top 40 station of the 70’s. It was a combination of hit music personalities who offered more than time and temperature, and a superb news and public affairs team, led by former KNUS staffers Dave Cooke and Jo Interrante. Spears instituted a number of innovations in Top 40 programming, including hiring the first female Top 40 jock in a major market—Shana. KYA fought back under various program directors who switched direction too frequently to give the station a consistent sound that would make them a factor. For a short time ABC’s FM, KSFX, went Top 40, but quickly evolved into an R&B/Disco format. By the mid-70’s, when many major market AM Top 40 stations were losing audiences, KFRC was enjoying growing success. Spears left in 1977 to join sister station KHJ in Los Angeles. At the same time, KFRC’s FM property was sold to Century Broadcasting, who proceeded to go album rock, changing the call letters to KMEL. Prior to that, RKO gave me the opportunity to program KFRC-FM in addition to my duties as music director and jock on the AM, calling the station K106.

We devised an experimental format that featured a daily countdown of the Top 20 hits and the Top 5 hits from a particular year. When the number one song finished playing, the system would repeat the sequence. Not all that new except for a feature that ran twice an hour called the K106 Music Test. A new record was played and the audience could call in and vote on whether they did or didn’t like it. Two phone lines counted the positives and negatives each time the song was played. The 5 new songs chosen each day would repeat in every daypart with the record getting the most positive calls becoming the day’s “champion” and getting played the next day. In addition, record companies were also offered the chance to test a new piece of product for one day only and receive the results. Each record sponsored would be logged and pre-announced and back announced as a commercial. Interestingly, with no promotion, the station pulled a respectable market share. Meanwhile, Les Garland, then programming WRKO in Boston, was chosen to fill the vacant P.D. slot at KFRC-AM. It marked a return to California for Garland, who had previously programmed KYPD in Fresno and K100 in Los Angeles. The combination of Garland, Pat Norman and San Francisco resulted in continued success and KFRC’s dominance among music stations in the Bay Area. The station’s ratings surpassed even those of previous years. Garland built further on KFRC’s reputation of being a full service radio station with a heavy emphasis on promotion. One of his most memorable creations played off the excitement of the movie “Close Encounters Of The Third Kind”. Paul Frees was hired to voice promos stating that KFRC was going off the air for ten seconds in an effort to give extra-terrestrial beings the chance to communicate with Earth. During this period KYA had switched ownership as Avco sold out to Northwest-based King Broadcasting. Under the guidance of P.D. Alan Mason, KYA’s emphasis slowly shifted from Top 40 to a softer Adult Contemporary direction. The decade ended and the Top 40 marketplace in San Francisco was about to change again before the end of 1980. KYA eventually dropped all contemporary music programming to go all oldies and capitalize on their legendary call letters and 60’s success. KFRC’s Les Garland moved on to Los Angeles as West Coast General Manager of Atlantic Records, and General Manager Pat Norman went about appointing his third program director, Gerry Cagle. Under the name Gerry Peterson, he had a long history of Top 40 success at WRKO, KHJ and KCBQ. Like his earlier predecessor Michael Spears, Peterson decided to go by his real name at KFRC. But that was far from the only change Cagle was about to make. Longtime air talents like Dr. Don Rose, Mark McKay and Don Sainte-John were joined by brilliant new personalities— zany weatherman Lloyd Lindsey Young, local comedienne Jane Dornacker as trafficoctist, veteran Jack Armstrong and new female talent Sue Hall. On my return to San Francisco following several years as RKO’s National Music Director, I went back on the air in the 9-noon slot. Together with music director Sandy Louise, Cagle combined a pure Top 40 approach, rock ‘n’ roll and an increased emphasis on R&B. Well aware of KFRC’s history of award winning
promotions. Cagle went farther than anyone had ever gone in conceiving the ultimate promotional tool—a complete state-of-the-art mobile studio. At a cost of more than two hundred thousand dollars, chief engineer Phil Lerza and his crew realized one of Cagle’s lifelong dreams—a radio station on wheels. Today the station covers major Bay Area events like the State Fair, ball games, concerts, etc., with a jock on the air live to meet the audience face to face. A mobile microphone allows each personality to leave the coach and still be on the air. In addition, the studio—dubbed by the staff as the “Mobile Sturgeon”—can now broadcast in transit on Bay Area streets and highways with the use of the 610 plane following overhead. As in the past, heavy promotion, personalities, and the hits keep KFRC on track as one of the few true Top 40 outlets left in a major market, repeatedly reaching over one million listeners a week. And in San Francisco it was the only Top 40 station until earlier this year. The city with one Top 40 operation now has three. The vitality of the format can now be heard on NBC’s FM-KYUU, who under P.D. Mike Novak (a former KFRC staffer) and Steve Behm (coming in from San Jose’s KEZR) have taken the station from Adult Contemporary to Top 40. Along with Novak, the station’s line-up now includes another ex-KFRC personality, Rick Shaw, and morning man Don Bleu from KHJ. In addition, Mike Joseph’s Hot Hits format has found a new home on the FM dial at newcomer 105-KITS under P.D. Jeff Hunter, coming into town with a highly successful track record in San Diego at the Mighty 690. In the twenty-five years of Top 40 Radio’s evolution in San Francisco, the Bay Area’s population has grown ten-fold and has made dramatic changes in demographic make-up. Stations in outlying areas like KWSS in San Jose, FM102 in Sacramento, KWUN in Concord, KIDD in Monterey, KSTN-Stockton, and KHOP and KOSO in Modesto now contribute as more significant factors of competition than in those early days. I will always consider myself fortunate to have learned from the pioneers who laid the foundation of Top 40 radio in this city. The thrill of being part of San Francisco’s rich Top 40 history is a lifetime dream fulfilled. And today, as anyone who listens will readily discover, the Top 40 sound from the City By The Bay is moving straight ahead, proudly carrying the legacy of some of the most dynamic radio heard anywhere in the world.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Song</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>BYE BYE LOVE</td>
<td>Everly Bros.</td>
<td>Cadence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>WHERE OR WHEN</td>
<td>Dean &amp; Belmonts</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>DONNA</td>
<td>Richie Valens</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>I'M NOT GONNA</td>
<td>Bobby Rydell</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
1968

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Song Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6/30</td>
<td>CANT TAKE MY EYES OFF OF YOU</td>
<td>Frankie Valli</td>
<td>Tamla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>I WAS MADE TO LOVE HER</td>
<td>Steve Wonder</td>
<td>Uni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/14</td>
<td>I WAS MADE TO LOVE HER</td>
<td>Steve Wonder</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/21</td>
<td>LIGHT MY FIRE—Doors</td>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/4</td>
<td>ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE</td>
<td>The Beatles</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/11</td>
<td>ODE TO BILLIE JOE—Bobbie Gentry</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/18</td>
<td>ODE TO BILLIE JOE—Bobbie Gentry</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/25</td>
<td>THE LETTER—Box Tops</td>
<td>The Beatles</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/1</td>
<td>THE LETTER—Box Tops</td>
<td>The Beatles</td>
<td>Soul City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>THE LETTER—Box Tops</td>
<td>The Beatles</td>
<td>Soul City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/15</td>
<td>NEVER MY LOVE—Association</td>
<td>ABRAHAM, MARTIN &amp; JORN—Dion</td>
<td>MGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/22</td>
<td>NEVER MY LOVE—Association</td>
<td>ABRAHAM, MARTIN &amp; JORN—Dion</td>
<td>MGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/29</td>
<td>NEVER MY LOVE—Association</td>
<td>ABRAHAM, MARTIN &amp; JORN—Dion</td>
<td>MGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6</td>
<td>TO SIN WITH LOVE—Lulu</td>
<td>Janis</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/13</td>
<td>TO SIN WITH LOVE—Lulu</td>
<td>Janis</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/20</td>
<td>TO SIN WITH LOVE—Lulu</td>
<td>Janis</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27</td>
<td>INCENSE &amp; PEPPERMINTS—Strawberry Alarm Clock</td>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/3</td>
<td>INCENSE &amp; PEPPERMINTS—Strawberry Alarm Clock</td>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/10</td>
<td>THE RAIN, THE PARK, &amp; OTHER THINGS—Cowsills</td>
<td>Cowsills</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/17</td>
<td>DAYDREAM BELIEVER—Monkees</td>
<td>The Monkees</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/24</td>
<td>DAYDREAM BELIEVER—Monkees</td>
<td>The Monkees</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/1</td>
<td>DAYDREAM BELIEVER—Monkees</td>
<td>The Monkees</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>HELLO GOODBYE—Beatles</td>
<td>The Beatles</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/15</td>
<td>JUDY IN DISGUISE—John Fred &amp; Playboy Bd</td>
<td>Judy</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/22</td>
<td>JUDY IN DISGUISE—John Fred &amp; Playboy Bd</td>
<td>Judy</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1970

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Song Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>GREEN TAMBORINE—Lemon Pipers</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/19</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/26</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/16</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/23</td>
<td>LOVE IS BLUE—Paul Mauriat</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/1</td>
<td>(SITTIN' ON THE DOCK OF THE BAY—Oats Redding</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>(SITTIN' ON THE DOCK OF THE BAY—Oats Redding</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/15</td>
<td>YOUNG GIRL—Gary Puckett &amp; Union Gap</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/22</td>
<td>YOUNG GIRL—Gary Puckett &amp; Union Gap</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29</td>
<td>HONEY—Bobby Goldsboro</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>HONEY—Bobby Goldsboro</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>HONEY—Bobby Goldsboro</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/19</td>
<td>HONEY—Bobby Goldsboro</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/26</td>
<td>BEAUTIFUL MORNING—Young Rascals</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>LOVE IS ALL AROUND—Traggs</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/10</td>
<td>GOOD, BAD &amp; UGLY—Hugo Montenegro</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/17</td>
<td>MRS. ROBINSON—Simon &amp; Garfunkel</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/24</td>
<td>THIS GUY'S IN LOVE WITH YOU—Herb Alpert</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/31</td>
<td>THIS GUY'S IN LOVE WITH YOU—Herb Alpert</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>THIS GUY'S IN LOVE WITH YOU—Herb Alpert</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/14</td>
<td>THIS GUY'S IN LOVE WITH YOU—Herb Alpert</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/21</td>
<td>JUMPIN' Jack FLASH—Fling Stones</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/28</td>
<td>LADY WILLPOWER—Gary Puckett &amp; Union Gap</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/5</td>
<td>LADY WILLPOWER—Gary Puckett &amp; Union Gap</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/12</td>
<td>GRAZIN' IN THE GRASS—Hugh Masekela</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/19</td>
<td>HELLO, I LOVE YOU—Doors</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/26</td>
<td>CLASSICAL GAS—Mason Williams</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2</td>
<td>PEOPLE GOT TO BE FREE—Young Rascals</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>PEOPLE GOT TO BE FREE—Young Rascals</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/16</td>
<td>LIGHT MY FIRE—Jose Feliciano</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/23</td>
<td>HARPY VALLEY PTA—Jeanne C. Riley</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/30</td>
<td>HARPY VALLEY PTA—Jeanne C. Riley</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6</td>
<td>HARPY VALLEY PTA—Jeanne C. Riley</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/3</td>
<td>HEY JUDE RESOLUTION—Beatles</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/10</td>
<td>HEY JUDE RESOLUTION—Beatles</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/17</td>
<td>FIRE—Arthur Brown</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/24</td>
<td>FIRE—Arthur Brown</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1</td>
<td>THOSE WERE THE DAYS—Mary Hopkin</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/8</td>
<td>THOSE WERE THE DAYS—Mary Hopkin</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/15</td>
<td>THOSE WERE THE DAYS—Mary Hopkin</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/22</td>
<td>LOVE CHILD—Supremes</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/29</td>
<td>ABBY MARTIN &amp; JOHN—Dion</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/5</td>
<td>STORMY CLASSICS IV</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>HARRIET LITMAN—Glen Campbell</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/19</td>
<td>HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE—Marvin Gaye</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE—Marvin Gaye</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/13</td>
<td>HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE—Marvin Gaye</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1969

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Song Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>CRIMSON &amp; CLOVER—Whitney James &amp; Shondells</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>CRIMSON &amp; CLOVER—Whitney James &amp; Shondells</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/17</td>
<td>CRIMSON &amp; CLOVER—Whitney James &amp; Shondells</td>
<td>Siracusa</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>Song</td>
<td>Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>Crying</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Love You Right Now</td>
<td>Chrysalis</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Air Supply</td>
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KEITH ZIMMERMAN

Keith came to The Gavin Report during the spring of 1978 assisting in the mechanical handling of Top Forty reports, the basis of the accuracy of The Gavin Top Forty Charts. During the past few years, that aspect has become more complicated as the Gavin Top Forty charts became more intricate. Keith handles the bulk of all station reports and is instrumental in providing hard core number statistics that are used in the weekly Top Forty chart. Keith has a background in film and has written a column for Billboard and The Record 

ERIC NORBERG

Eric’s association with radio reads like vegetable soup. He started out as a janitor for KTEE-Camel, CA. Later joined college station KSIC at Pomona College in Claremont, CA, and did fill-in shifts at KHRR (now KWWW-Monterey). After graduating from college (1964) with a B.A. in English, Eric continued at KHRR and started part-time work for Don Hoffman at KMBY. His first full-time position was at KXOA-Sacramento, where he served for a year (1965), before returning to KHRR as P.D. Leaving KMBY in 1972, Eric accepted the assistant P.D. post at KMBY-Los Angeles, where he worked with Mark Blinoff and Roger Carroll. Golden West tapped him for the P.D. slot at KEX-Portland in 75 where he started writing “P.D. Notebook” for the Gavin Report in 1978. The consultant bug hit Eric in 1979, prompting him to form Consulted Communications Consultants with Mark Blinoff. Currently Eric is GM of A/C station KWIN-The Dallas, OR, and continues to contribute columns to the Report.

KENT ZIMMERMAN

Kent joined The Gavin Report in 1974 while still a Broadcast student at San Francisco State University. Kent was born in East McKeesport, PA (birthplace of Andy Warhol), moving to Northern California as a teenager. Known as a contemporary music junkie by his friends and fellow employees, Kent and his brother Keith own one of the largest private collections of rock, blues, jazz, soul, and reggae in the Bay Area. Kent's reputation as a rock 'n' roll enthusiast led to his selection by Bill Gavin to start up the Gavin Album Radio Section in 1978. As a born trasher and a free spirit, he's earned notoriety as a demanding and outspoken record reviewer. As a hobby, Kent works locally with a young blues band, The Cani's. In addition to producing two LP's, under Kent's direction, the band has supported live acts as diverse as the Stray Cats, Bonnie Raitt, Buddy Guy & Jr. Wells, Joe Ely, Diane Eddy/Ry Cooder, and The Fabulous Thunderbirds.
Greg Gavin

Greg Gavin learned how to make hamburgers at a very early age. This was due to the fact that his mom and dad sometimes had to work late. Now Greg sometimes has to work late, but he still makes a mean hamburger. Actually, since Greg is the youngest of four children, and the only male, the Report is kind of like the little brother he never got to beat up on and make take out the garbage. You see, Greg's only 5 years older than the Report, so it's

been around ever since he was old enough to hate piano lessons. Somehow he managed to become a musician anyway, despite bedtime stories of low wages, subhuman conditions and superficial relationships. He made his first "Gavin's Personal Pick" at age 6 and developed a taste for garage stamps in the early years of the Report, and he wanted to keep the color TV that dad sent back to the Riviera Hotel in Vegas. He wrote, arranged, sang and played his way through high school and college and he never once sold a promo copy of a record. He'll be writing, singing and playing once again when he leaves the Report in September. Although Greg never got used to having his last name referred to as an imperative object, he's grateful for having the opportunity to prove that those bedtime stories weren't all true. And he finally earned enough to buy his own color T.V.

Gavin is married, has one daughter and resides in San Rafael.

Lisa Smith

A native of Tennessee, Lisa was practically born with music and radio in her blood. Having come from a radio family, she has followed radio frequently and has been exposed to many different radio stations of different formats. While attending Cal State University at Northridge, she worked part-time as KLAC in Los Angeles and later at KNEW in Oakland. She joined the Gavin Report in 1977 as Assistant Editor of the Country section. In addition to those duties, Lisa also is responsible for a major portion of the Top 40 research. In six years at the Gavin Report, she has helped to further her education in music research and the recording industry. Deciding to pursue the Trade along with six other members of the editorial staff, Lisa's future plans are to help insure the continued growth of the Gavin Report.

Leslie Wing

Leslie Wing is one of the most recent additions to the Gavin Report staff. Leslie was born and raised in San Francisco where she was first introduced to KFRC. One New Year's Eve she tuned to KFRC's Top 100 countdown. Little did she know that she'd not only be listening to the station for the next decade-plus, but would end up working there, putting together Top 100's herself, as Dave Sholin's assistant.

Leslie started at KFRC as a part-time telephone hotline answerer in 1974 and was promoted to the music department in 1975. Leslie worked with Dave for the next 10 years (during the Michael Stein & Leslie Gottland era). She left KFRC in 1979 to attend the University of Southern California in Los Angeles and graduated with a B.S. in Business Administration. Upon returning to the Bay Area in September 1981, she was immediately hired by the Gavin Report/Dave Sholin to do mainly Top 40 new Airplay research.

Peter Standish

Originally from Boston and New Hampshire, Peter came out to the west coast to attend the University of San Francisco in the Fall of 1979. He quickly became involved in the campus radio station, KUSF-AM. In the spring of '80, Peter was elected Program Director of KUSF-AM and Program Coordinator of KUSF-FM. As Program Director over the next 3 years, he spearheaded the expansion of new music programming hours from 31 hours each week to 97. In the fall of '80, Peter worked as co-coordinator of the IRS West Coast Convention in San Francisco, a college radio convention that attracted 250 delegates and professionals. In the fall of '82 Peter began his involvement with the Gavin Report. He assisted in the creation of the Alternative Action chart within the Album Radio section of The Gavin Report. Peter also co-hosts and co-produces a weekly specialty show on KQAC-San Francisco which he helped develop.

Peter has graduated from the University of San Francisco with a B.A. in Communication Arts—emphasis in Mass Media Studies. As part of his degree, Peter completed a 72 page senior thesis which explored the changing demographic of album radio. In the summer of '83, Peter took on the responsibility as Manager of Gavin Radio Services, servicing records to radio correspondents.

Diane M. Ruffer


A native of San Francisco, Diane has always had an active interest in radio and music. She says that her musical preferences have been considerably broadened, due to her constant exposure to various styles of music at the Gavin office. (Sometimes all at once). She handles the Report's subscription and circulation problems. Diane collects promotional buttons for a hobby, keeps our office plants watered and happy and is "the ultimate Bee Gees fan!"
The bulk of the material covered in this special book has, so far, covered the past. Historians tell us that the best way to deal with the present and future in any discipline, is to know what has led us to the present. Those who've failed to note the failures of previous times are likely to be slow in pursuit of future success.

Robert Nashott, in his book, Magurauda, declares that we are currently in the early years of the Information Society. When compared to the Agrarian and Industrial Ages, the Information Age is one which requires both leaders and followers to be capable of more efficient communications techniques.

Inhabitants of this Earth who set goals merely to survive the Age will become at best the drones or societal slaves of the new generation.

In an age where we're already capable of destroying each other with conventional, let alone nuclear, weapons, it is incumbent for the sane and rational amongst us to take advantage of this new era. Those of us in the mass media have at our disposal all the technology already in place to accomplish major reforms in human potential. We've already seen the impact a free press has had on our own country's political process.

Through the Constitutionally protected free press, mass media has been able to expose the disgraces of a war in Southeast Asia and a deceitful presidential administration. On a more trivial level, despite faint attempts at censorship, we've witnessed the music of a slipper-sided Elvis Presley, a mop-topped Beatles and the consciousness raising psychedelic era of "progressive" music. All three of these megatrend eras in popular music carried with them deeper and deeper commitments to music as a medium for expression.

Since the late fifties, radio stations which have targeted on teens and young adults have been the stations to which trend watchers have looked for change. In 1983, we can look to three formats in particular for such trending, Album Radio, an intensely researched and disciplined format, based on the popularity of tracks from high volume albums has been, at the very least, a trend in radio narrowcasting. Modern Music, with its roots in campus and club sub-culture, is making tremendous inroads. And while its status doesn't have the tenure to move fromfad to trend yet, its best music has already begun to slip into the format which is constantly absorbing the best of all worlds...Top 40.

It's Top 40, with its lack of ethnic borders which has the potential to "legitimize" any contemporary music. By taking a style of music under its broad wings, Top 40 radio has the power to bring the Super Freaks and the Hooked On Classics to the masses.

But even the allmighty Top 40 format is at the mercy of artists and labels. The best and the worst of programmers in any format are limited by the processes of creativity and marketing on the part of artists and labels. In 1983 we probably have fewer artists recording and we definitely have fewer labels presenting their product. But in 1983 we're also witnessing considerable restructuring of record companies and their collective thinking.

I'm convinced that the labels know what the problems are, what their goals should be and have a reasonable grasp of how to get there from here. It will take a combination of people who've been there before and another collective of those who've got a fresh outlook, untainted by the prejudices and politics of the past.

PREDICTIONS

1. Radio will continue to reach nearly every person over the age of 12, every week. Radio survived the onset of television by becoming portable. By being so portable we can and will take radio with us everywhere. Radio will continue to be with us because it is capable of being compatible with most any activity. From the bedroom to the boardroom, it is not necessarily intrusive. With the proliferation of headset, Walkman-type hardware, AM/FM radio will be limited only by transmission handicaps.

2. Adult Contemporary radio, already the most popular music format in terms of total listeners, will contribute to a larger share of total music sales. Enthusiasm for new music will increase as air talent and listeners both will tire of constant repetition of oldies. The renewed interest in A/C on behalf of record companies is no accident. Nearly every established artist is capable of creating music which can and does entertain the higher demographic of A/C.

3. More Black and Urban music will be integrated into all formats of mass appeal, singles-oriented stations. The last decade of Black/Urban music has seen tremendous expansion of production and creative technique. And much of Black music's classic rhythm structure has already had massive impact on contemporary, synthesized British music. The success of Black/Urban music in markets like New York and San Francisco will spill over to every decent-sized market in the country. Smart programmers already know that such music can improve ratings, even in markets where the percentage of Black residents is marginal.

4. Album Radio will eventually rid itself of the racist label with which its detractors have obsessed themselves. Album Radio's ethnic narrowcast format, predicated on the contention that Jimi Hendrix was about the only Black man in America that produced rock music -- will continue to exist throughout the decade. The format has become a self-fulfilling prophecy. By researching its own kind, it merely reflects attitudes and tastes the format has already cast in stone. Some of the intuitive consultants who had the vision to conceive the format have already had the vision which has told them to move on.

5. Video music will play a much stronger role in the development of popular recording artists. MTV will survive. Seen as the video album Rock channel, they will, however, see plenty of competition for the video music dollar. Artists currently shut out by the narrowcasting Warner/Amex giant, will eventually get exposure on cable television.
Urban, A/C, Country, and Jazz artists must remember that when MTV started there weren't a lot of video clips available, even from Album Rock artists. Some forward-thinking cable entrepreneur will have the opportunity to learn from the developmental successes and failures of MTV in its still seminal days. That entrepreneur will see the potential of mass appeal music programming which could best be described as a video Top 40, but music video will not replace music radio.

6. The erosion of AM listenship will continue, near-term, but the long-term outlook is less certain. If AM radio turns towards non-music formats, erosion of listeners may not be the problem. The problem would be one of higher than ideal demographics. Talk/News/Magazine formats skew to 50+ in excessive proportions.

One of the few national success stories in recent years for AM music stations has been Al Ham's Music of Your Life format and its assorted imitators and permutations. Like non-music radio, fidelity is neither demanded nor often possible. Also, like non-music radio, M.O.Y.L. and M.O.Y.L.-like formats draw the excessive upper demos. So how can AM contemporary stations survive? With lower amounts of spots per hour. With increased personality-relevant, contemporary communicators, not announcers. With lower potential cumes, the responsibilities will rest on stretching quarter-hour units.

In the eventuality AM stereo happens, (and that includes stereo receivers), it could be curtains for the FM band. The likelihood of transmission, and receiver hardware being developed to overcome multipathing and other handicaps indigenous to the spectrum, is not likely in our lifetime.

7. The radio industry will demand more highly educated programmers. The profession of programming radio stations has, out of necessity, included persons with no logical qualifications for the job. The explosion of the FM band as a medium in past generations created a need for many more program directors than were qualified. The recent reliance on consultants and syndicated programming is due in part to the need for more and necessary quality control.

If future program directors can gain education in areas such as business, sociology, psychology and the humanities BEFORE taking control of the country's airwaves, everyone will benefit, including the listener.

8. Networks will become networks. Not as simple as it sounds. For networks to be true networks they must be interactive. In its current state, networks are little more than instant syndicators. Tomorrow's real networks will be pools, or collection points, for information from participants.

The efficiency of syndication via satellite is not efficient networking. News networking, as applied by the big three—NBC, ABC & CBS, and more recently by RKO. The Source (NBC) and others keeps the concept of networking alive, acting as a benevolent dictator. Some of today's programming consultants and National P.D.'s have effective research pooling systems where qualitative data is retrieved and shared by all participants. Trade journals such as The Gavin Report "network" music research on a national level.

9. Personality, already a precious commodity among air talent, is becoming an endangered species. But if we put the horse before the cart (i.e. educate and train tomorrow's program directors) it is logical to assume that personality will return to the airwaves. A properly trained P.D. will have the skills to develop talent, deal with the ego of such talent and provide the criticizing necessary to match the needs of the station and its listeners with the skill levels of the personality.

Development of tomorrow's Imus, Dees, Gambling, Greaseman and Rose rests with smaller market management. For more than two decades there's been a decided reluctance to invest time and money in talent development only to have said talent up and split for greener pastures. Smaller market managers have created the Frankenstein's who, more often than not, have underestimated the investment made in their careers early on.

We may also find that personality is much more than humor. We're currently conditioned as radio listeners to seek levity and triviality in music radio show hosts. But there's no reason to assume that tomorrow's personalities cannot be capable of multi-mood swings — set to the moment, event, or situation at hand.

10. Ratings research reports will change. The kind of rating research we've experienced in radio, from Hooper to Pulse to Arbitron, has all been quantitative - not qualitative. Statistics. Stations ratings are little more than parcels of arbitrary demographic profiles. Radio and advertising agencies must demand qualitative information. If agencies will demand detailed profiles based on disposable income, education and audience attentiveness, alongside already available age/sex breakdowns, then agencies can place their client's money more efficiently. And you can bet your bottom line radio will adjust its programming to meet that new criteria.

Radio goes where the ad dollars are. The public's interest, convenience and necessity will always take a backseat to "bottom line".

11. Radio and the consumer are in the last years of having to put up with substandard music reproduction in records and tape. Digital is upon us and it will roar into our lives over the next few years, making obsolete such standards as magnetic tape and flawed black vinyl. The Compact Disc (CD) and its new breed of playback units will signal the return of the audiophile to the music market. Not the old audiophile, but a new constituency of demanding music enthusiasts.

Along with all the above-mentioned changes in the world around us. The Gavin Report will change too — changing to reflect new needs. We will give our readers new tools with which programmers will be able to make their critical music decisions.

The Gavin Report will make substantial changes in qualitative research through the employment of state-of-the-art computers. The Gavin Report will change by processing more quickly and more accurately the information it gets from its stations. The Gavin Report will demand more of itself and its employees, knowing our current readers and potential new readers
will look to us for leadership. When Bill Gavin sold his Report to me and the others on the staff, there were a lot of unwritten and unspoken understandings passed along. They dealt with the standards Bill and The Gavin Report have stood for.

The Gavin Report exists to serve radio. Its success is measured in terms of relative readership, believability, intelligence and educated opinion. Its success is predicated on helping the individual, the station and the industry.

The Gavin Report will survive as long as those who read, believe — and as long as those who contribute, contribute. It will do what must be done.

The Gavin Report has never and may never make mega-dollars for its owners. And neither has it, nor will it exist to take more than it gives. We owners are richer knowing we play a constructive role in the process of good music reaching the masses.

There is no more dedicated staff of professionals than those who work with me at The Gavin Report. We trained at the feet of The Master. Bill Gavin’s example as patriarch, publisher and friend enriches us all. He remains with us as adviser, friend and most-trusted employee. He wants it that way. So do we. The first 25 years are the hardest. Bill Gavin’s tireless dedication to responsible publishing did not come easy. Piloting this ship through the shoals and high seas of a fickle industry have not been easy.

Despite the loss of his best friend and first mate, Janet, Bill has never left the bridge. Though he’s turned the wheel over to us, the staff and I will use his maps, read his compass and sail his ship.

Bill Gavin’s support in these early months of the new ownership have been wonderful. His confidence in us is something we feel we must earn anew each day. It’s his name on the door and the logo. Maintaining his good name is paramount in our daily activity.

The patronage, readership and input we receive from our non-radio subscribers has been and will continue to be, critical to the future success of The Gavin Report. Our relationship with those whose interest it is to sell records is respectful. Most of those in the record business also respect our long-standing attempts to keep such a relationship from becoming a honeymoon. The Gavin Report is likely to develop new areas of dialogue with both radio and the record business.

Thank you for being part of the first twenty-five years. Thanks for the memories. Without you, there is nothing.

RON FELL
Publisher
THE DAVID GEFFEN COMPANY
WITH REGARD TO EXCELLENCE, IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO KNOW, BUT WE MUST TRY TO HAVE AND USE IT.

—ARISTOTLE
NICOMACHEAN ETHICS
BOOK X, CHAPTER 9

SILVER ANNIVERSARY CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GAVIN REPORT
FROM WARNER BROS. RECORDS